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ABSTRACT

A variety of instructional strategies is necessary to ensure that all learning styles are
considered in an effective classroom environment. This study investigated whether or
not hands-on activities incorporated into the mathematics curriculum results in
significant improvement in attitude towards and achievement in mathematics for
students detained in a Juvenile Justice Facility. The sample, consisting of 50 male
students aged 13 to 18, completed a Basic Achievement Skills Inventory (BASI) test
and the Test of Mathematics-Related Attitudes (TOMRA) survey. Pretest and
posttest scores were compared to determine whether or not there was a statistically
significant improvement in attitude and achievement as a result of incorporating
these hands-on activities.

This study is unique in two ways. Firstly, it provides current educational data on
strategies used with students in the only level 6 facility in South Florida in the
Department of Juvenile Justice. Secondly, the study provides examples of successful
strategies used in a multi-grade level mathematics classroom. The study revealed that
the BASI and TOMRA were valid and reliable instruments for assessing student
classroom achievement in and attitudes towards mathematics, respectively.

The contributions and significance of this study are that it provides data to support
the importance of integrating hands-on activities into the curriculum for at-risk
students that are detained in a Juvenile Justice Facility. National and international
comparisons of at-risk students can be made for male teenaged youths. This study is
useful because it could be replicated to consider female at-risk students detained in a
Juvenile Justice Facility.
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Chapter 1
RATIONALE AND BACKGROUND

1.0

Overview of the Chapter

This chapter outlines the problem and rationale for the study, the need for hands-on
instruction, the theoretical framework, the sample, purpose of the study, the research
questions and provides an overview of the research design. This chapter is divided
into nine sections. Section 1.1 describes the research problem and questions. Section
1.2 describes the impact of hands-on activities on student learning and Section 1.3
continues with the theoretical framework. A description of the student sample was
provided in Section 1.4 and the purpose of the study was described in Section 1.5.
Research questions were presented in Section 1.6 and an overview of the research
design was described in Section 1.7. The limitations of the study comprised Section
1.8 and the organization of the thesis finalized the chapter in Section 1.9.

1.1

The Problem and Rationale for the Study

This study investigates whether or not hands-on mathematics activities incorporated
into all aspects of the mathematics curriculum for students in a juvenile justice
facility results in significant improvement in the students’ achievement in and
attitudes towards mathematics.

Statewide concerns exist regarding the inability of American students to pass basic
skills mathematics tests even though nation-wide results indicate some progress in
mathematics when comparing the performance of students in the United States with
students in 38 other countries (TIMSS, 1999). The TIMSS report of 1999 revealed
that the United States and Italy dropped significantly below the international average
at the 8th grade level. Educators blame this lack of success on the student truancy
rate, which seems to increase exponentially once a student enters middle school
when student interests tend to shift towards more pleasurable personal experiences.

Implementing hands-on mathematics activities was an attempt to merge interest and
academics. Dewey (1900) believed that, through hands-on activities, students could
combine intellectual stimulation with activities that expanded learning. The use of
interdisciplinary hands-on activities in mathematics classes is intended to provide
1

students with a connection to other classes in the curriculum as well as to provide a
relevance to everyday life (Day, 2000). Consequently, the research was designed to
investigate whether or not there was a significant improvement in student’s
achievement in and attitudes towards mathematics when hands-on activities were
incorporated in the mathematics curriculum in a juvenile justice facility. According
to Ainley, Batten, and Miller (1984b), schools that offer hands-on learning programs
demonstrate higher graduation rates than schools which focus on lecture-andexamination subjects geared to university entrance.

1.2

The Need for Hands-on Instruction

In a recent study by Day (2000), a sample of 780 at-risk middle school students
supported the need for hands-on instruction. The town of 50,000 housed these
students where the ethnic make-up consisted of 56% White, 35% Black, 6%
Hispanic, and 3% Asian. From this population, 46% qualified for the free or reduced
school lunch program which supports families with financial needs. In this juvenile
justice facility, 90% of the students qualified for financial assistance. Furthermore,
the resounding response from the at-risk middle school students to hands-on
activities was “I have more fun in this class because it is not boring, we get to build
things”. The evaluator stated that students expressed a higher level of interest and
motivation as compared to their other classes. One conclusion was that hands-on
activities were a “major strength of the program towards engaging and teaching
students at the research site”. As a result of the use of hands-on labs, students seemed
to enjoy making decisions and rarely engaged in disruptive behaviours furthering the
need to provide hands-on instruction to the residents of a juvenile justice facility.

When researching how the brain processes and organises information, Day (2002)
reported that the brain may resist learning partial facts that are presented in isolation
and that learning is believed to occur faster and more thoroughly when material is
presented in meaningful contexts. The research reported in this thesis was a case
study that investigated whether the integration of hands-on mathematics activities
with other school subjects affected student’s attitudes to and scores in mathematics.
The students in this juvenile justice facility were designated at risk and were taught
in a multi-level remedial environment that also provides their accommodation.
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Hands-on activities, which are an alternative teaching method to lectures, may
provide greater retention of information leading to greater student understanding of
the prerequisites of the mathematics course as well as improved attitudes towards
mathematics. Gokhale’s (1996) hands-on learning theory was explored and
investigated at this juvenile justice facility. Gokhale defined the hands-on learning
theory as “students learn as a result of doing or experiencing things in the world, and
learning occurs when mental activity is suffused with physical activity” (p.38). By
taking into account Gokhale’s learning theory at this facility, it may be possible to
provide data to support or refute his documented practice, taking into account the
various backgrounds and mental abilities that the students at this facility possessed.

Researchers have noted that when students are actively involved in the learning
process, their learning improves (Breslow, 1999). Both the American Statistical
Association (ASA) and the Mathematics Association of America (MAA) have
recommended that teachers encourage active learning in their classrooms. Active
learning has been defined as studying ideas, solving problems and engagement in
some activity that encourages students to think and apply what is learned (Modell &
Michael, 1993; Siberman, 1996). It has also been called “interactive engagement” by
Hake (1998) who writes that the methods are “designed in part to promote
conceptual understanding through interactive engagement of students in hands-on
(always) and hands-on (usually) activities which yield immediate feedback through
discussion with peers and/or instructors”. Strategies such as collaborate learning,
hands-on activities, student projects and the use of technology are components of
active learning.

Hands-on activities have been shown to have a significant impact on student learning
(Wenglinsky, 2000). When teachers use hands-on activities to illustrate concepts,
students perform better on assessments. Concrete versions of abstract ideas help
students gain mental pictures that stay with them. Reporting results from a national
study Wenglinsky demonstrated that students who were exposed to hands-on
learning activities outperformed their peers by more than 70% of a grade level in
mathematics.
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1.3

Theoretical Framework for the Study

Curriculum refers to the content and purpose of an educational program together
with their organisation (Walker 1990). The educational department members at this
juvenile justice facility define their purpose as educating these students to make them
functional in their environment and avoid recidivism. Four aspects of the curriculum
framework used with the students in this study are defined as intended, implemented,
perceived, and achieved curriculum. Intended curriculum describes the objective of
the course. Students needed to know what they were expected to learn from the
instruction. Implemented curriculum displayed how the lessons were presented to the
students. Perceived curriculum asked the question “What were the students’ views of
the curriculum?” and the achieved curriculum asked the question “How much was
learned by the student?” Anderson, Anderson, Varanka-Martin, Romagnamo,
Bielenberg, Flory, Miera, and Whitworth, 1994, p. 7) summarized the main trends in
literature on science and mathematics education in the USA as follows:
1. All students need to develop higher-order thinking skills.
2. Students learning is not a passive activity in which teachers disseminate
knowledge to students, but rather an activity in which students must actively
construct their own knowledge through a complex process of interaction with
their own knowledge structures, engagement with the materials and attention
to the dialogue through which they are developing meaning.
3. Learning less information in greater depth is preferable to covering a large
number of facts and concepts with little or no understanding (i.e., ‘less is
more’).

Students in this case study were expected to demonstrate what they understood
through their evaluation results or their verbal discourse to an academic question
asked by the instructor. Active education was utilized for these students through their
participation in the classroom hands-on activity, as they used materials other than
their textbooks. Time considerations were acknowledged but did not hinder the
length of the activity allowing an opportunity for greater depth of understanding for
each student.

4

1.4

Study Sample

Broward, Miami-Dade, and Palm Beach counties in Florida were some of the former
homes for these students. Now placed together, regardless of county or gang
affiliation, these students were forced to work together and function in the same
classroom and living quarters until the judge says otherwise. Upon entry in the
facility, the students were required to take an entrance examination that tested their
basic skills in vocabulary, spelling, language mechanics, reading comprehension,
mathematics computation and mathematics application.

During their incarceration, these students attended school within the facility. Tests,
quizzes, and computer assignments were given to these students as would occur in a
regular school setting. However, no written homework assignments were given to
these students because they were not allowed to keep writing utensils. Before leaving
the facility, the students were required to take an exit examination that tested their
basic skills in vocabulary, spelling, language mechanics, reading comprehension,
mathematics computation and mathematics application once again.

1.5

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether or not there was a significant
improvement in student’s achievement in and attitude towards mathematics as a
result of using the hands-on mathematics approach to learning.

Mathematics requires basic understanding to advance to the next level successfully.
Misunderstanding or forgetting a concept will retard a student’s mathematical growth
(Freislich, 1997). Therefore mathematics prerequisites are required in order to move
forward. Without that knowledge, a student may be unable to move on in a course of
study or may require equal time in the remedial course of study and in the main
course of study. In many cases, new information depends on mastery of the old
information. However, Blum (2002) states that “one cannot blame one’s intake,
because failure to understand appears to occur at all levels. Most current forms of
assessment are letting students pass without real understanding, so that it may not be
policies about students’ progress in a particular institution that need changing, but
instead, methods of assessment” (Blum, 2002).

5

The students in this study attended a residential juvenile justice facility where they
received instruction using hands-on learning techniques with the specific purpose of
examining the effects of that type of treatment. Both qualitative and quantitative
data were collected in this case study that included pre and post tests on attitudes and
achievement.

1.6

Research Questions

The present study addresses the following research questions with students enrolled
in a juvenile justice facility:
1. What is the intended curriculum for Mathematics in this Juvenile Justice
Facility?
2. How was the curriculum implemented in this Juvenile Justice Facility?
3. Are mathematics scales modelled on the Test of Science-Related
Attitudes (TOSRA) reliable when used in secondary mathematics
classrooms at a Juvenile Justice Facility?
4. What were the student’s perceptions of the curriculum, particularly their
attitudes towards mathematics in this Juvenile Justice Facility?
5. What was the achieved curriculum for Mathematics in this Juvenile
Justice Facility?
6. Were there associations between student achievement & attitudes when
teaching with hands-on activities in secondary mathematics classrooms at
a Juvenile Justice Facility?

1.7

Overview of the Research Design

Studying social phenomena through the thorough analysis of an individual case is
defined as a case study. The case may be a person, a group, an episode, a process, a
community, a society, or any other unit of social life (Theodorson & Theodorson,
1969). This case study employed the data from a group of students that were detained
in a juvenile justice facility. The research design used in this case study was the
quasi-experimental method. Fifty students were pre-tested, exposed to the hands-on
instruction treatment, and then post-tested. The quantitative measure employed in
this study involved the use of pre and post norm referenced achievement test scores.
Informal interviews with the students provided the qualitative data for this study
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along with numerous observations of student interaction which were documented in
the teacher’s journal.

For the purpose of this study, each student responded to the pre and post Test of
Mathematics-related Attitudes (TOMRA) (Fraser, 1981) and the Basic Achievement
Skills Inventory (BASI); these were the main instruments for collecting quantitative
data. The TOMRA assessed student attitudes towards mathematics. The BASI test
assessed student achievement in mathematics.

As stated earlier, interviews conducted with the students, as well as classroom
observations, provided the qualitative data for this research study. Interviews were
conducted in a very relaxed setting to ensure the validity of the information.
Formalities were disregarded. Teacher and student were transformed into counsellor
and client, as students shared information with the teacher/researcher without fear of
embarrassment or ridicule by their classmates. The non-conventional setting
provided information to the researcher/interviewer, during recreational time, after
group guided intervention (GGI) sessions, walking to the next dormitory, during
after-school tutoring, or sometimes even during non-instructional class time during
the day. Journal documentation by the researcher provided the verbal discourse
during these un-timed sessions with the student. Classroom observations described
the learning environment while the verbal interviews described the home
environment prior to their confinement in this juvenile justice facility. Classroom
observations helped to determine student involvement in the hands-on activity.
Student output on the activity response sheet as well as class participation supported
the validity of student interest in an activity.

1.8

Limitations of the Study

The limitations of this study included the use of the pre-experimental design because
of varying student enrolment due to student court appointments with their judges,
appointed release dates that occur randomly throughout the academic year, chronic
illnesses and incorrect student-to-security staff ratios due to the absence of the staff
that provided control of the facility. As a result, students had to remain in their dorms
or be reassigned to a different classroom. These student enrolment instability factors
subjected the study to concerns of experimental mortality.
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The Florida Department of Education Bureau of Exceptional Education and Student
Services (BEESS) and Juvenile Justice Education Enhancement Program (JEEP)
imposed a 2006 Corrective Action Plan (CAP) for this residential juvenile justice
facility. Within the CAP, there exist several suggestions for corrective actions to
improve the effectiveness of student education. Because 85% of the students are
court appointed to enter that residential facility, scheduled appointments by the judge
requesting an update of student progress could be requested at any time. Regardless
of state testing, projects, or even classroom evaluations, the judge’s request could
interfere with scheduled classroom activities. Students were forced to concentrate on
being handcuffed and shackled when leaving the facility to appear before the judge.
At this meeting the judge heard reports concerning the student’s progress in the
program and the student’s progress in education as a resident of the juvenile justice
facility. Students left the classroom apprehensive about the outcome of their field trip
to the judge, and returned to the classroom frustrated or relieved with the judge’s
decision. This emotional rollercoaster affected the effort and concentration that these
students placed on their education. Many times, basic remediation of material was a
regular occurrence as the students forgot the material due to their personal stress.

Once students sat through their transition meeting, they are being prepared for
discharge into the “real-world” permanently. However, the discharge date was not
known by the student until about three to four days prior to his release. The transition
appointment confirmed the permanent discharge date of the student from the school.
After the transition appointment, students had to be motivated or strongly
encouraged to participate in class. Because their release date was only days away,
many students felt that there was no purpose in continuing to work inside the
juvenile justice facility. Once discharged, the process of education continued for
some but ended for many students with the GED test.

The GED refers to the General Education Development credential, the single
alternative for adults who never completed their high school education. GED tests
are standardized and normed using a national random sample of graduating high
school seniors. To pass the tests, a candidate must demonstrate a skill level that
meets or exceeds skills demonstrated by 60% of graduating high school seniors.
Forty percent of graduating high school seniors would not pass the GED tests, even
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though most will still receive a high school diploma (Ormsby, 2007). The GED Test
is a 7.5-hour evaluation that measures knowledge, skill and proficiency in science,
social studies, mathematics, reading, writing ability, and addresses English
mechanics, grammar and comprehension. The GED Test also measures five higherthinking processes - Critical thinking and deductive abilities, along with practical
knowledge and application, are measured to facilitate productivity in the work world.
The GED test provided students with a chance to finish school with one large
examination. This option was utilised by many students who have passed the age
limit for their grade level. Therefore, instruction that began in my classroom could
end somewhere else. When the judge provided the release date for the student, they
were released regardless of the educational calendar. The regular, random release
process was another limitation of this study.

Many students played sports as a form of stress relief. As a result, many injuries
occurred to the students. Close to 20% of the students were on crutches, wearing arm
or leg braces, or bed-ridden as a result of an injury. This too becomes a limitation of
the study as off-campus doctor visits were scheduled during school hours.

The Department of Juvenile Justice imposes a staff to student ratio that must be
followed. Whenever the ratio was incorrect, students were re-assigned to specific
classes to accommodate the requirement. Once the reassignment was conducted, a
student might not be allowed to attend the class and would have to wait until the
following week. Because the students at this facility were on a three day rotation
schedule, one group attends class once a week until the rotation shifted in their
favour. Staff ratios and student rotations presented themselves as minor limitation
with workable solutions.

1.9

Organisation of the Thesis

This thesis comprised five chapters. Chapter 1 discussed the rationale and purposes
for the present study, gave an outline of the research questions and provided an
overview of the organization of the thesis. Chapter 1 also provided a brief
background to the study including information about the Basic Achievement Skills
Inventory Test, the juvenile justice residential facility in South Florida, the hands-on
mathematics activities in a school curriculum, and the limitations to the study.
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Chapter 2 reviewed the effectiveness of hands-on mathematics activities and the
background of the level-6 juvenile justice facility. Also discussed in this chapter was
the historical background of the attitudinal survey known as the Test of
Mathematics-Related Attitudes (TOMRA), which was the mathematical version of
selected scales from Fraser’s (1981) Test of Science-Related Attitudes.

Chapter 3 discussed the methodology used in this study and provided insight into the
academic environment that existed for the students. This includes the selection of
students, the use of hands-on activities, and the use of responses to informal
interviews.

Chapter 4 reported the data analysis and findings for the present study including the
comparison of the pre and post BASI and TOMRA scores when compared by
instructor. Comparisons were discussed to determine whether associations exist
when using hands-on activities; an investigation of the reliability of the TOMRA was
examined; and the effectiveness of hands-on activities on student achievement for
students detained at a Juvenile Justice Facility.
Chapter 5 concluded the thesis with an overview of the entire thesis. The findings of
the study included the comparison of students’ academic scores and attitudinal
scores, both before and after the implementation of hands-on activities. Furthermore,
this chapter discussed the implications, the significance, and the limitations of the
present study. Suggestions for success in mathematics retention with at risk students,
whether they are being taught in a residential program or a traditional school
environment concluded the chapter.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.0

Overview of the Chapter

This chapter presents the literature review by addressing four areas. Section 2.1
describes the state juvenile justice system and specifies the characteristics of the
system that are unique to the students in this study. Section 2.2 defines at-risk
students and provides statistics on the number of at-risk students in the United States.
Section 2.3 discusses the effectiveness of hand-on activities, cooperative student
centered learning and authentic learning used with at-risk students. Section 2.4
presents a summary of the chapter.

2.1

Department of Juvenile Justice Program
State of Florida Department of Juvenile Justice

The juvenile justice in Florida is administered through a system that includes local
law enforcement, the courts, state attorneys, public defenders and privately operated
community-based programs that provide prevention and intervention services,
treatment programs and aftercare.

The Department of Juvenile Justice was established in 1994. The State and the
Department have taken a “Get Tough” approach to juvenile crime. While national
reports claim that Florida’s overall juvenile crime rates are down, policy makers,
experts in juvenile crime, youth advocates and community leaders agree that
Florida’s juvenile justice system lacks the capacity to provide the spectrum of
services needed to significantly impact juvenile crime and public safety for the long
term.

Under the Juvenile Justice Act of 1994, responsibility for most of the juvenile justice
programs was moved from the state’s Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services – a largely social service agency and the primary state agency dealing with
services to children and youth – to the newly formed Department of Juvenile Justice.
This created a new criminal justice state agency specifically for youth.
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In July 2007, Florida’s Governor Charlie Crist authorized creation of the Blueprint
Commission as a time-limited workgroup charged with developing recommendations
to reform Florida’s Juvenile Justice System. The Blueprint Commission’s 25
members traveled the state, held public hearings and received testimony from a
variety of stakeholders such as community leaders, law enforcement and court
officers, representatives of public school systems, health and mental health officials,
parents, youth, advocates, national experts in juvenile justice and Department staff.
As a result, the members learned the following:
Communities which bear the burden of providing prevention service for atrisk youth have limited capacity and resources with which to respond.
Public school systems use Zero Tolerance practices to send youth into the
juvenile justice system.
Regardless of the decline in overall juvenile justice system referrals, the use
of secure detention (jail-like setting) is increasing. Florida places youth in
secure detention and in residential commitment at rates that exceed
national norms.
There are a growing proportion of girls in the juvenile justice system, which
presents a number of health, mental health and programmatic challenges.
There is a disproportionate number of minorities in the system. The
disproportion is noted to increase as the inquiry goes deeper into the
system.
At all levels, across gender and race, the health and mental health needs of
youth in the juvenile justice system are extraordinary, with two-thirds of
youth in some cases, having mental-health or substance-abuse issues.
The Department of Juvenile Justice direct-care staff is poorly equipped,
compensation is low, and annual turnover ranges from 35% to 66%,
depending on the employee category.

Working with advisors, the Blueprint Commission identified 53 recommendations
for change, organized under seven guiding principles and 12 key goals that were
designed to be implemented over multiple years. The recommendations can be
summarized as follows:
The State of Florida needs to invest in a continuum of services that can provide
the right services at the right time in the least-restrictive environment,
12

while continuing to provide serious sanctions for youth involved in
serious and violent crime, where appropriate.
Florida should invest in community-based programs that help keep kids out of
trouble.
Florida should develop alternative programs and interventions at the
community level to prevent youth who do not pose a public safety or
flight risk from placement in secure detention.
For those youth who require commitment to residential facilities, Florida
should provide facilities that are small, that provide good educational and
skill-building programs, and that best prepare youth for return to their
communities.
Florida must provide adequate resources to meet the mental and physical health
needs of youth in the juvenile justice system.
Florida must invest in the human resources that provide direct care services to
youth in the system and develop a more professional and stable
workforce.
Florida should implement only those programs and strategies that are evidencebased, that have been demonstrated to be effective in protecting public
safety while at the same time providing an optimum future for our youth.
Florida must provide gender-specific programming that effectively addresses
the needs of girls in the juvenile justice system. Additionally it must
address the disproportionate presence of minorities in the system.

In keeping with the recommendations from the Blueprint Commission, the students
in this case study resided in a gender-specific program as every student detained at
the facility was male. However unlike the recommendation, the disproportionate
presence of minorities at this facility remained intact as approximately 95% of the
student population was a member of a minority group. Overwhelmingly, the greatest
representation of minorities at the school was by African-Americans followed
closely by Hispanic males.

The findings and recommendations of the Blueprint Commission were intended to
guide and support the Department and the State. The recommendations from the
Blueprint Commission are used to provide staffing and budgeting recommendations
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at individual centers in South Florida. During the next ten years, the State of Florida
emphasized and invested in incarceration and deep-end residential placements at the
expense of less restrictive responses and prevention and intervention programs. In
2000, the Florida Legislature determined that all placements would be residential
placements which eliminated the judge’s options to place youth in minimum-risk,
non-residential programs. Data from the Blueprint Commission reported that in
2003, the State of Florida was committing more that 285 juveniles per 100,000
population which was in excess of the national average of 218 per 100,000.
Presently there are more than 5,500 youth in residential placements which is more
that 285 per 100,000 population. According to the 2006 National Report, the rate
exceeded national norms.

Florida statute required that a youth taken into custody may not be held in detention
for more than 24 hours unless by court order. Approximately ninety-five percent of
the students in this study are required to attend the facility by a court order. This
secure detention is a jail-like facility where these students receive basic educational,
medical, and counseling services and are allowed visitation, correspondence and
telephone calls.

Miami-Dade County Department of Juvenile Justice
Public school systems are under stress, especially in Miami Dade County as the
immigrant population supplements the rapid growth. The Zero Tolerance practice
aids educators in sending youth into the juvenile justice system for rehabilitation
rather than applying alternative methods of discipline. An Interstate 10 killing in
1993 triggered a major shift toward harsh punishment for juvenile offenders; other
incidents have triggered calls for re-evaluation of the “get-tough” policy. A decade
later, on June 9th 2003, Omar Paisley, 17, collapsed and died at the Miami-Dade
Juvenile Detention Center of a ruptured appendix. Paisley had complained for three
days of stomach pain and suffered from vomiting and diarrhea but had been denied
access to physicians (Miami, Herald, 2003). However, the need to rehabilitate the
youth in Miami- Dade County is both therapeutic and financial. The Blueprint
Commission reported that the State of Florida spends $2,128 per child for prevention
services, while the amount spent per child committed to residential and correctional
facilities is $42,606. A balanced continuum is the suggested solution to manage the
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influx of children being placed in the juvenile justice system. The balanced
continuum involves prevention/early intervention, diversion, probation, day
treatment/non-residential, residential, and aftercare/conditional release.

Disproportionate Minority Contact
The Florida Department of Juvenile Justice created a Disproportionate Minority
Contact (DMC) task force with representation from education, law enforcement,
state attorney, public defender, judiciary, community of faith, providers, advocacy
organizations, members from communities most affected, and other stakeholders, to
reduce DMC, statewide. The DMC task force charged local juvenile justice boards
and councils with the responsibility to develop a DMC reduction plan for their area.
The Department of Juvenile Justice shall require every entity with which it works,
throughout its continuum of services, to implement the strategies, policies, and
practices to reduce DMC. The 2007 Referrals and Incarcerations by Race Report
provided the following data:
Of the youths referred to DJJ, 7% were White, 47% were Black, and 38%
were Hispanic. Of those youth incarcerated, 4% were White, 52% were
Black, and 36% were Hispanic.

This statistical information provided a

window into the environment that exists at the South Florida detention
centers.

Detention Services
Employing more than 2,000 staff with a budget of $137.5 million is the definition of
responsibilities for the Detention Services Division. More that 55,000 youth are
served at the state’s 26 detention centers according to the Blueprint Commission’s
findings. Those youth who are awaiting placement in residential treatment and those
who are awaiting disposition and sentencing comprise the detention center
population. General revenue funds are the main source of funding for detention
centers. Federal funds support meal expenses and local school districts are
responsible for a portion of the educational costs. Counties are required to pay a
portion of the cost of detention services, if they are not fiscally constrained.
According to the Blueprint Commission, in 2008 Dade County will be required to
pay $10million. The students in this study are from several counties but are detained
in a Dade Count facility. Dade County sustains the highest cost as Hillsborough and
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Orange counties will be required to pay $8 million; and Broward County, $7 million;
while Monroe County will pay $368,000; Hernando County, $279,000; and Walton
County, $218,000.

Detention centers are not equipped to provide long-term, intensive mental health or
medical services. However, detention centers provide medical care and screenings,
counseling and crisis intervention, most of which are provided by independent
contractors, not by state staff. The mental stability of the students at this facility was
considered as these students were removed regularly during class time for counseling
sessions, medical appointments, and to receive medication. For example, traumatic
stress counseling was provided for those students that witnessed the violent deaths of
their loved ones.

2.2

Definition of At-Risk Students

At-risk students exist in every school from the inner city school to the Ivy League
school. What denotes the difference with these students is the type of instruction that
they receive. Several years of research exists about these students. However, some
educators have not altered their classrooms and teaching strategies to reduce the
difficulties that these students encounter.

Several factors contribute to a student being labeled “at-risk” (Stronge, Popp, &
Grant, 2007). At-risk students are defined as students who lack support to succeed in
different areas of their lives namely societal, familial and/or school. Hunger and
nutrition, living in poverty, and student mobility are home and societal factors to be
considered when identifying at-risk students. School factors include the availability
of a qualified teacher, rigorous curriculum, schools climate, and school safety. Many
qualified teachers prefer a safe less stressful environment. The teaching profession
provides its own daily challenges. Once coupled with an unsafe environment and
uncooperative students, the recruitment possibilities decrease tremendously.
One of the factors leading to a student being labeled at-risk is poverty. In 2005, the
Census Bureau reported that 17.6% of children (under 18 years of age) were living
below the poverty level (Denvas-Walt, 2006); 16.2% of school-age children were
reported as living in the poverty line (United States Census Bureau, 2004). Children
from minority families are more likely to live in poverty than those from Caucasian
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families which explains the population of students that are a part of the study. 95%
are minorities. In 2005, approximately 10% of Caucasians lived below the poverty
level compared to 24.9% of African-Americans and 21.8% of individuals of
Hispanic origin (Denvas-Walt, 2006).
The findings of one case study conducted by Scott Day of at-risk 8th grade students
were considered to determine what effective strategies could be used with these atrisk students who were detained at the Juvenile Justice Facility. Responses to the
research revealed that students felt more motivated to learn, received better grades
and accepted more responsibility for their work in the lab environment. The
laboratory environment facilitated cooperative group work, authentic task and
assessments, and appropriate use of technology by the students. In short, these
students discovered the application of the discipline versus the sole computation of
the information in the discipline. With the absence of the technology laboratory in
the classroom, a decision was made to use the laboratory techniques employed in the
study instead of relocating the classroom to a laboratory specifically for cooperative
group and authentic tasks and assessments. Multiple techniques were utilized when
working on the student projects specifically using interesting topics such as cars and
spending money. Also, the use of edible activities was another successful technique
as students measured, calculated and snacked during the cylinder activity. Effective
teachers of at-risk students use a variety of instructional techniques. A survey of lowincome students revealed that these students value teachers who are able to teach in a
multitude of ways (Corbett & Wilson, 2004). Educators support those student
responses. When educators were surveyed regarding the characteristics of effective
teachers of at-risk students, they agreed that effective teachers meet the special needs
of their students by implementing a wide array of instructional techniques (Ilmer,
Snyder, Erbaugh, & Kurtz, 1997). Broader research has shown that at-risk students
are poorly served in many schools nationwide (Letgers, McDill, & McPartland,
1993). The class comprised solely at-risk students. Poverty, race, language, and other
factors determined the labeling of these at-risk students.
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2.3

Teaching and Learning Approaches
Cooperative, Student-Centered Learning

Cooperative, student-centered learning techniques engage and empower students,
and they provide a clear and convincing example of changes within the control of
individual teachers. Johnson and Johnson (1989) offered the reminder that “Students
often feel helpless and discouraged. Giving them cooperative learning partners
provides hope and opportunity. Cooperative learning groups empower their members
to act by making them feel strong, capable, and committed” (p.1). When students
become responsible for their own learning, they become more successful at acquiring
knowledge and solving problems creatively. Cooperative learning methods are
consistently effective in increasing student achievement (Slavin & Madden, 1989).
At-risk students are typically in need of caring and committed peer relationships,
social support, and positive self-images, as well as motivation for higher
achievement; cooperative learning experiences supply these specific benefits
(Johnson & Johnson, 1989).

In this study, cooperative learning techniques were used as the student compared
living arrangements in the apartment shoppers guide while discussing and comparing
basic living options such as car purchases, laundry facilities, utility costs and basic
investments. The constructivist approach was used to instruct these students.
Constructivist teaching and learning models emphasize the context in which an idea
is taught as well as students’ prior experiences and attitudes; they enable students to
take an active role in their learning. This model also suggests that activities and
contexts should be meaningful to students so they will make connections between
classroom learning and the world outside the schools (Means, 1997; Means &
Knapp, 1991).

Hands-on Mathematics Activities with At-Risk Students
The widely used term “at-risk” student was defined by McCann and Austin (1988)
using three characteristics. First, they are students who are at risk of not achieving
the goals of education, of not meeting local and state standards of high school
graduation, and of not acquiring the knowledge skills, and disposition to become
productive members of society (receiving less than a 2.00 grade point average).
Second, they are children who exhibit behaviours that interfere with themselves and
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others attaining an education, requiring disciplinary action (at least 3 incidents).
Third, they are those whose family background characteristics may place them at risk
(low income to below poverty level, non-English native speakers and so forth). (p 12) Basche (1985) developed a list of common characteristics that further define atrisk students. The at-risk student tends to have a history of school absenteeism, poor
grades, low math and reading scores, low self-concept, a history of behavioural
problems, inability to identify with other people, full time employment while in
school, low socioeconomic background, more males than females, and feel alienated
and isolated. (p 1) Additionally, the at risk student’s family characteristics include
families with several siblings, father absent from the home, father unemployed,
father did not complete high school, mother absent from the home in early
adolescence and little reading material in the home.

A study explaining the reasons why at-risk students remained in school was
performed by Power (1984). The study found that the at-risk student’s individual
achievement level and academic performance was directly related to the student’s
decision to remain in schools. The evidence was consistent among at-risk students
with regard to the hands-on learning theory. The students indicated that they learned
better through hands-on learning methods than through book work or lecture
methods (Dewey, 1900, 1916, 1938; Herschbach, 1996). Another study performed
by Taylor-Dunlop and Norton (1997) included eleven at-risk female students aged 15
to 17 in New York. The three Latino, two Caucasian, and six African-American atrisk students participated in focus groups, individual interviews, and small group
meetings. The results of Taylor-Dunlop and Norton’s study supported the concept of
having supportive links between at-risk students and their teachers, counsellors, and
friends. The students also indicated that they came to school because they enjoyed
math and hands-on courses.

A qualitative research study was conducted on eight at-risk students in a technology
education program (Cardon, 2000). The study was limited to the male at-risk
students. Even though the findings were limited to the population of the study,
generalizations were made in regards to the qualitative study. For the purpose of this
study, evidence from previous studies suggested that the integration of subjects in a
hands-on learning environment could benefit at-risk students.
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A qualitative two year study of two groups of fifth graders utilized a hands-on
activity that revolves itself around an adult task. A Class Banking System was
created to revive a dull class environment with the hopes of improving student
attitudes concerning mathematics (Spinner, 2002). This hands-on activity enables
teachers to utilize the constructivist approach to instruction. The TOMRA was one of
the instruments used as a pre and post test to assess the effectiveness of the CBS. For
the purpose of his study, CBS students were compared to non-CBS students with
results suggesting that more favourable changes were experienced by the CBS
students in regards to their attitudes towards mathematics (Spinner, 2002).

There are many reason students have achievement difficulties. The term at-risk was
intended to identify and support these students in their educational pursuits. Many of
the reasons for this at-risk description include cognitive differences, family stress,
racial and cultural bias, students whose first language is not English, disability, and
tracking (Schwartz, 1987). The solution may lie in various parts of the educational
system but one component of creating success for these at-risk students is found
when these students are placed in cooperative student groupings. This hands-on,
inquiry-oriented science curriculum, with students divided into small mixed ability
cooperative groupings, has been shown to be more effective than traditional teaching
methods (Schwartz, 1987). Students learn to solve problems independently, and help
each other develop skills according to Schwartz.

Hands-on instruction is good for the kinaesthetic learner while having lots of pictures
and charts are good for the visual learner. Instruction that includes hands-on
activities and cooperative groups has been associated with increased academic
performance (Taylor, Pearson, Clark & Walpole 2000). While many studies focus
on specific techniques and their impact on student achievement, the common factor
among the studies is the focus on using a variety of instructional strategies.

Authentic Learning
Students that engage in higher-order thinking possess the key component of highquality instruction. At-risk students can be included in problem-solving activities
along side their classmates without complete mastery of the basic skills. The students
in this study gained a further understanding of the basic concepts within the
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assignment as was evidenced by the questions that were asked throughout the
duration of their tasks. This supports the statement that the “pull out” technique must
not translate into a “left out” procedure that does not provide at-risk students with an
opportunity to participate in challenging work. At-risk students are provided with an
opportunity for success when they participate in challenging activities. Rather than
treating the absence of essential skills as a roadblock for at-risk students, instructors
can emphasize opportunities for learning and practicing basic skills through the use
of authentic tasks (Means, Chelever, & Knapp, 1991). In this study, the check
writing/budgeting project and the volume of a cylinder project both provided
examples of the approach. Students were required to use basic mathematics skills
and apply them within many areas of the budgeting project. Furthermore, basic
skills, along with the use of formulas, were involved as the students were required to
create two cylinders and find the volume manually and mathematically.

Motivation to learn is an important component for at-risk students because they can
be easily discouraged by constant lower-level drills and practice sessions that seem
to focus on their weaknesses and repeated failures. Means and Knapp (1991) showed
that by not challenging at-risk students or not encouraging them to use complex
thinking skills, teachers underestimated the students’ capabilities and, as a result,
discouraged their exploration of interests and meaningful work they could
accomplish. DiCintio and Gee (1999) echoed earlier findings that “at-risk
adolescents are unmotivated to learn because the tasks they are asked to complete are
not motivating them” (p. 231). This practice disheartens students and makes it
unlikely that they will transfer learned skills to real-world tasks (Resnick, 1987). The
check writing/budgeting project in this study provided an opportunity for the
students to transfer a learned skill to several real world tasks. Students were allowed
to set their own pace within the projects’ timeline. As a result, many students did not
give up as easily. The flexibility of the assignment to allow the students to make
choices on their project resulted in the students learning with less stress. Some
researchers believe that an optimal situation exist when classroom activities are
structured around long-term projects with an authentic purpose, the value of the
project task is apparent, students are challenged by more complex content, and the
basic skills are dealt with in context, providing a motivation for mastering skills
(Means & Olson 1995).

Classroom performance and real-world success must
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include concepts of higher-order thinking, authentic assessment, and purposeful
activity. Using hands-on mathematics activities in the classroom encourages greater
student input which may lead to improved achievement and attitude scores in at-risk
mathematics classrooms.

Several years of research has been conducted on students at risk of failure (Day,
2002). Some educators still have not changed their classrooms and teaching practices
to accommodate these students. Students responding to a survey reported feeling
more motivated to learn when the talk–and-chalk method was not the only source of
instruction. This motivation leads to receiving better grades and accepting
responsibility for their work.

Broader research has shown that at-risk students are poorly served in many schools
nationwide (Letgers, McDill, & McPartland, 1993). Students enter the school with
additional stresses on their minds which places education at the bottom of their list of
priorities. Different strategies must be used to promote an interest in school for atrisk students. The 1990 reform initiatives required that educators revise the
traditional model of instruction for all students because all students cannot be taught
the same information in the same way. An increasing number of educators and
researchers are calling for higher standards and more challenging activities,
especially for students who are at risk of failure due to poverty, race, language, or
other factors (Ogle, 1997).

Educational improvements that are research-based can reduce the risk of failure for
at-risk students. A hands-on curriculum which incorporates cooperative group work,
authentic tasks and assessments, and technology can provide the variety needed to
maintain student interest in the classroom. To show how incorporating hands-on
activities into the curriculum can assist students, this study examined a group of male
at-risk students at a residential juvenile justice facility who were instructed using the
hands-on curriculum in their mathematics classroom. The students’ attitude and
achievement in the classroom provided interesting insight into their feelings about
the classroom and their understanding of the subject.
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All students must learn to think mathematically, and they must think mathematically
to learn (Kilpatrick, Swafford, and Findell, 2001). No Child Left Behind Act (2001)
directed that research about effective practices be a guide in changing the way
mathematics is taught so that high standards are met leading to an improvement in
achievement. “Active Teaching” model has been enhanced annually to support
successful teaching and learning strategies for all students (Rand Mathematics Study
Panel, 2003). This model is simply teacher-directed instruction that proceeds in small
steps. Research indicated that this approach is associated with higher levels of
student achievement. Students are guided through the following learning process:
Introduction to skills; Guided practice; Independent practice; Assessment; Critical
thinking activities and Homework with parent activities.

A finding in The Nations’ Report Card: Mathematics 2000, National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) showed that the average scores of fourth and eighth
graders generally increased as the amount of instructional time for mathematics
increased. Grouws and Cebulla (2000) state that there is a positive relationship
between total time allocated to mathematics and general mathematics achievement.
Therefore, students engaged in active learning, at-risk or otherwise, would benefit
from engaging in hands-on instruction where the time spent on the project is
increased and also enjoyed by the student. Open-ended problems also provide room
for student discovery within hands-on projects. Flexibility develops through the
expansion of knowledge required for solving open-ended problems. Open-ended
problems require the student to use productive thinking to create a way to understand
and solve the problem since an immediate solution method is not known. Within the
volume of a cylinder project, students were asked to consider why some companies
use boxes for their products instead of a cylinder. In the check writing/budgeting
project, students were asked to consider the actual cost of an item that was financed
with various interest rates. These open-ended inquiries led to a variety of responses
both verbal and written.

Research findings indicated that certain teaching strategies and methods are worth
careful consideration as teachers strive to improve their mathematics teaching
practices. Stigler and Heibert (2004) advocate that when the improvement of
teaching methods becomes the focus, student performance will show more positive
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results. Teacher and student interaction are vital to student improvement. Many
students learn mathematical concepts best through the manipulation of concrete
materials because it helps them to build a mental representation of the concept.
Manipulatives provide concrete introductions to abstract ideas. Further research
findings state that every student should have an opportunity to have adequate “hands
on” experiences with appropriate manipulatives before engaging in pencil-and-paper
activities. One recommendation is that every classroom have an assortment of
manipulatives for student accessibility at all times with ample time for free
exploration. Long-term use of concrete materials is positively related to increases in
student mathematics achievement and improved attitudes towards mathematics.
Research by Grouws and Cebulla (2000) suggests that teachers use manipulative
materials regularly in order to give students hands-on experience that helps them
construct useful meanings for the mathematical ideas they are learning. Using the
same manipulatives to teach several ideas reduces the amount of time spent
introducing an object which results in a more purposeful usage of the manipulative
and greater time to establish connections between the concepts being taught.
However, this of course does not prevent a teacher from introducing other
manipulatives at any time but allows for student familiarity and further exploration.
Coincidently, studies indicate that instruction which emphasizes active student
engagement in hands-on opportunities improves attitudes toward mathematics and
indicates a positive effect on mathematics achievement.

2.4

Summary of Chapter

This section reviewed the State of Florida Juvenile Justice System, the definition of
at-risk student, and the alternative instructional strategies used with various students
to investigate the effectiveness of using hands-on activities with males students
detained in a juvenile justice facility. The review considered various teaching
techniques in order to draw parallels to the findings from those adapted techniques in
the reviewed literature and those techniques used in the case study.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY

3.0

Overview of the Chapter

This chapter outlines the research problem and questions, the context of the case
study, the research design, the theoretical framework, the background and selection
of the sample, the teaching intervention, and the quantitative and qualitative data
collection procedures and analysis. The chapter is divided into ten sections. Section
3.1 contains the description of the research problem and the outline of the research
questions of the study and section 3.2 describes the context of the case study. Section
3.3 describes the learning environment and section 3.4 describes the study group.
The research design and theoretical framework of the study are presented in Sections
3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The background and selection of the sample and the
teaching intervention are discussed and revealed in sections 3.7 and 3.8. In Sections
3.9 and 3.10 respectively, the quantitative and qualitative data collection procedures
and analysis are described. Lastly, section 3.11 completes the chapter with a
summary.

3.1

Research Problem and Research Questions

Concerns exist over the academic effectiveness of providing hands-on instruction for
mathematics students. School administrators that actively pursue the most qualified
teachers hope for high expectations of academic achievement for the students in their
school. However, there is national concern specifically about the mathematical
proficiency of the students who exit these schools and graduate in the next few
decades (TIMSS, 2007). One method of instruction that is used to stimulate interest
and promote success in school is called hands-on instruction. The at-risk students in
this study have numerous distractions that contribute to their lack of success in the
school system. This study investigates whether integrating hands-on mathematics
activities into the schools curriculum promotes significant changes in students’
mathematics achievement scores and students’ attitude towards mathematics. The
study took place in a juvenile justice facility in South Florida.

Both qualitative and quantitative data were used in this pre-post comparison case
study. Academic gains in achievement were measured by the Basic Achievement
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Skills Inventory (BASI) and attitudes towards mathematics were measured by the
Test of Mathematics Related Attitudes (TOMRA).
The present study addresses the following research questions:
1. What is the intended curriculum for Mathematics in this Juvenile Justice
Facility?
2. How was the curriculum implemented in this Juvenile Justice Facility?
3. Are mathematics scales modelled on the Test of Science-Related
Attitudes (TOSRA) reliable when used in secondary mathematics
classrooms at a Juvenile Justice Facility?
4. What were the student’s perceptions of the curriculum, particularly their
attitudes towards mathematics in this Juvenile Justice Facility?
5. What was the achieved curriculum for Mathematics in this Juvenile
Justice Facility?
6. Were there associations between student achievement & attitudes when
teaching with hands-on activities in secondary mathematics classrooms at
a Juvenile Justice Facility?

3.2

Context of the Study

Miami-Dade County, previously known as Dade County, is a county located in the
southeastern part of the state of Florida. Dade County was created in 1836 and
named after Major Francis L. Dade who was a soldier killed in 1835 in the Second
Seminole War. It is the most populated county in the state, according to the 2000 US
Census report, with a population of 2,253,362. Coincidently, the 2005 US Census
Report stated that Miami-Dade County’s population is estimated at 2,376,014 which
makes it the eighth most populous county in the nation. (US Census Bureau, 2005).

The Miami-Dade County Public School system is the fourth largest school district in
the United States with a nine member, publicly elected, school board which is
responsible for overseeing the administration of the schools. The district with an
ethnic make-up of 10% White, 29% Black, 59% Hispanic, and 2% other nationalities
is divided into six regions (MDCPS, 2004).

This study took place in an alternative boarding school that provides educational,
vocational and therapeutic services to moderate-risk adolescent males. The school
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was founded in 1995 on a former missile base that once housed volunteers and
materials for the rehabilitation of the homes destroyed by Hurricane Andrew in 1992.
The founder of the school contracted with the Department of Juvenile Justice to
establish a school to rehabilitate the lives of 36 troubled young males. In 1995, the
school was established as a pilot boarding school for 13 to 18 year old juvenile
delinquents. In 1998, the Juvenile Justice Accountability Board rated the school as
the best commitment program of its kind in the state (Rubin, 2000). Every student
admitted to the school was registered with the county public school system and each
student was assigned an academic schedule based on their entrance test results.

The student’s functioning level, without regard to age, and test results determined the
academic schedule for placement of each student. Because many levels of student
abilities existed at the juvenile justice facility, multi-level grouping was a necessary
component to educate the students. Multi-level grouping dictated that Mathematics
9-12, Liberal Arts Mathematics, Algebra I and II, and Geometry, all be taught in the
same classroom. This differentiated type of instruction had to be reflected in the
instructor’s lesson plans citing the individual goal and textbook used for each subject
within the classroom. Unlike a traditional school, the students in this facility were
not taught one subject per classroom or allowed to have pencils, paper or any school
supplies. Students in this study attended school on the bottom floor of one of the
three dormitories where all materials were provided by and secured by the instructor
daily.

This Juvenile Justice Facility where this study took place was designated a level 6.
The Department of Juvenile Justice uses four residential restrictiveness levels to
place a youth: low, moderate, high and maximum risk numbered as levels 4, 6, 8, and
10. The purpose of a juvenile justice commitment program is to protect the public
from acts of delinquency and to treat offenders so as to reduce recidivism. Judges,
taking into consideration the recommendations from the Department of Juvenile
Justice staff and the State Attorneys, determine the degree of security required and
commit each youth to the Department of Juvenile Justice at a specific restrictiveness
level. A restrictiveness level is a classification based on the risk a youth presents of
harming the public. Using the specified level, the department is responsible for
assigning each youth to a program that will meet his or her treatment needs. The
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students in this case study reside at one of these housing facilities. Each student’s
behavioural levels were conveniently evident through the various coloured t-shirts
that they were required to wear.

Each student enters the program as a Concern and was required to wear a red shirt.
The behavioural hierarchy was the following: Concern (Red), Neutral (Brown),
Positive (Blue), Observation (Yellow), Pledge (Purple), and Falcon (Green).

Concern – Every student was placed at this level when he arrived. He was
carefully monitored every minute of the day and had no privileges. He had to
memorize the Student Manual as the first step toward moving up in receiving
privileges.

Neutral – This was the first step up the continuum and allowed for some
loosening of the tight monitoring. The student had not demonstrated much
positive behaviour at this level but he was less negative in his attitude.

Positive – This next step up the continuum occurred because the student was
making some effort to be positive and to fit into the program structure. A
positive student earned some measure of trust and assumed some
responsibilities within the program. At this level the student also earned more
privileges and was less restricted.

Observation – The student at this level demonstrated that he could assume
responsibility well and understood that he must avoid anti social behaviour.
He was now on observation for election to the student government, the
Falcon Club.

Pledge – The student at this level had one task to accomplish to become a
Falcon. He had to complete a log book. This entailed either confronting other
students for negative actions or praising them for positive ones.

Falcon’s Club – Once the log was completed and with full confirmation from
the security staff and Falcons, the student was welcomed into the student
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government, the Falcon’s Club. These students assisted the staff in their
responsibilities. To earn the Falcon’s status, the student had to demonstrate
positive behaviour and learn to accept and to give confrontation. As Falcons
they had to appreciate the fact that others helped them in their climb up the
status ladder and now it was their turn to help others do the same. In return
for this achievement students earned many privileges such as home visits,
fishing trips and sports events.

The students slept upstairs in dorm-like accommodations and attended classes
downstairs in an area that was regularly converted into a recreation room in the early
afternoon. Everyday students were lined-up to go to the cafeteria for three wellbalanced meals where a head count was taken for departure to the cafeteria, for
return to the classroom, and at arrival to the classroom. The task was completed by
having each student “sound off” their position number in the line. Phone privileges
were only allowed to deserving students on weekends and in emergency situations.

3.3

The Environment in which Students Live and Study

An open setting existed for these students as class was conducted in a large room that
was used for different activities every evening. The daily transformation that was
performed to prepare the room for class meant that no student desks were in this
room. Chairs and tables were removed from the cafeteria, clean or dirty, and
provided for classroom use. The morning classroom area was the evening recreation
area. Huge, sealed glass panes surrounded the classroom, which facilitated the
warmth of the sun entering the room and the view of the campus activity at the
school. On several occasions, many students from both campuses waited for clinic
appointments, court appointments, or school schedules on the perimeter of the
classroom. These students were an unwelcomed distraction for the students in this
study.

As an instructor at this juvenile justice facility, I was required to maintain order,
purchase, distribute and inventory all supplies that were not provided by the county
in addition to delivering the lesson to the students. Supplies at this juvenile justice
facility also had to be distributed, counted and locked in a secure area to avoid
unauthorized use of these items by the students.
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Arrival to the classroom followed a 5am wake-up call, hygiene protocol, and 20
minute breakfast for the students. Students were required to walk from the cafeteria
in a line, according to their earned behavioural status, and quietly enter the
classroom. Upon entering the classroom, they remained standing in a line, raised
their right arm when instructed, and “counted off” their number in line. Student
counts were a regular, mandatory routine for the students in this juvenile justice
facility. Immediately following the counts students rushed to get their favourite seat
in order to begin their group guided intervention (GGI) session. Group guided
intervention was conducted when all the students in that building sat in a circle as an
executive student leads the discussion for the day. For next 30 minutes, each student
in the circle was expected to share his personal accomplishments, fears, goals, or
experiences with the students in the group when called upon. Each personal student
testimony varied in length and at times required student and staff responses to several
issues. GGI sessions were conducted every morning and generally lasted for about 30
minutes. These sessions usually encouraged the behavioural atmosphere for the day.
Immediately following the session, four students and a support staff walked to the
cafeteria to get the tables that would be used as student desks in the classroom. While
the tables were waiting to arrive, the students were divided into their groups and sent
to the second classroom with one support staff per group of students. Usually 15 – 18
students were in each group.

A scheduled bathroom and water break was also provided to these students before
class began. These students slept above their classrooms in a dormitory that holds
about sixty students with no television or telephone privileges. On special occasions,
televisions were permitted upstairs in the sleeping quarters but telephones were
strictly prohibited.

3.4

The Study Group

The students in this case study were divided into six groups of 15 – 18 students that
had two classes a day. This schedule required a four day rotation period before a
student could return to a class for instruction. As an example, a student that attended
the Mathematics class and American History class on Monday did not return to that
class until Thursday. This was created as a means of facilitating less campus
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movement from one dormitory to another dormitory. As a result, the four day
rotation was created with each class being in session for ninety minutes.

Students in this study were aged between the ages of 13 and 18 years. Many of them
revealed that they had not been in school for the last two to three years.
Consequently, basic mathematics facts such as multiplication were a distant memory.
Being able to understand references to weights namely grams, ounces, and pounds
was directly related to the street drugs that they sold to sustain their lifestyles.

In contrast, a few students were able to grasp higher order thinking equations that
involved imaginary numbers. Problems that used the quadratic formula and
Pythagorean Theorem were solved with greater understanding by a select few. These
students were preparing to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), General
Education Development Test (GED), or American College Test (ACT) through
supplementary instruction that was received from after school tutoring classes and
online independent study programs. Questions asked by these students surprised the
instructor but were of no interest to the majority of the class. Greater development of
conceptual understanding was unavailable to these students as class time was
required to accommodate the wide range of abilities that existed within the classroom
of students.

The campus accommodated three two-story dormitories with two classrooms in each
dormitory. Administrative business was conducted in a two story building that
adorned the campus and provided health services for students, staff training rooms
for employees, cafeteria, reception area and an in-take room. An electronic gate
provided security for its residents but there was no barbed wire to secure the
perimeter, as expected. However, the perimeter had a lake as a partial enclosure
where several alligators had been captured. These factors, along with student flight
risk concerns, justified minimal campus movement, hence the two subjects, four-day
rotation schedule.

3.5

The Research Design

Case studies provide an opportunity for the researcher to present an idea that will be
studied in detail, using whatever methods seem appropriate. Stake (1994) defines
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three main types of case studies. The first is the intrinsic case study where the
researcher wants a better understanding of a case; second is the instrumental case
study where the case is examined to give insight to an issue; and the third is the
collective case which is an extension of the instrumental case study to involve many
cases. This study is both intrinsic and instrumental in nature. From the research, the
intention is to gather evidence to support a more effective method of instruction for
these at-risk students. This information provides insight about at-risk students in
general with emphasis specifically on these students.

Case studies have become one of the most common ways to do qualitative inquiry
(Stake, 2000). The use of everyday language invites a greater audience to participate
in and discuss the contents of the study. Nisbet and Watt (1984) noted that the results
of case studies are more easily understood by a wider audience (including nonacademics) as they are frequently written in everyday, non-professional language.
Case studies are noted as being strong on reality and on providing insights into other
similar situations and cases.

Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000) maintained that case studies provide a unique
example of real people in real situations, enabling readers to understand the events
more clearly than simply presenting them with abstract theories or principles. In
addition, case studies can penetrate situations in ways that are not always susceptible
to numerical analysis. Further case studies can establish cause and effect; indeed one
of their strengths is that they observe effects in real contexts, recognizing that context
is a powerful determinant of both causes and effects (Cohen et al., 2000).

Within the case study, quantitative measures were employed that involved the use of
pre and post norm referenced achievement tests to measure the student’s
mathematics, reading and language arts levels (Anderson, 1998). All the students in
this case study were given the achievement test regardless of age.

Qualitative research is multi-method in focus, involving an interpretive, naturalistic
approach to its subject matter. The qualitative research collected in this study was
obtained by several methods such as student surveys, observations and verbal
interviews that were documented in a chronological journal. Because qualitative
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researchers study events in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or
interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them, I chose to have
the students in this study provide information to me in various locations. Some
students spoke to me during unassigned classroom time while others talked during
the after school tutoring sessions. Post-activity surveys also provided qualitative
information about student attitudes concerning the completion of an activity.

Qualitative research involves the studied use and collection of a variety of empirical
materials that can include a case study, personal experience, introspective, life story,
interview, observational, historical, interactional, and visual texts. These materials
can describe routine and problematic moments and meanings in individuals’ lives
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). The informal interviews with the students in this study
provided additional qualitative data along with numerous observations of student
interactions on the campus.

While making use of the various research methods, triangulation was used.
Triangulation is when multiple research methods are employed and the same pattern
appears in more than two types of data. But, triangulation also can result in
inconsistent and contradictory evidence that must be rendered sensible by the
researcher or evaluator. Nevertheless, all researchers strive for some type of
generalization in their study. While triangulation might create inconsistent data that
are too difficult to generalize, the use of multiple methods and finding the same
theme from more than two sources of data, make the research better able to withstand
unfavourable critique by colleagues (Mathison, 1988).

Personal experiences outside of the classroom determine the receptive nature of the
student to participate in any classroom activity whether a lecture or a hands-on
activity. The nature of the program ensured regular classroom attendance because
these students could not legally leave the facility without an escort or a judge’s
approval. However, the students in this case study found it difficult to focus in the
classroom due in part to the circumstances of their enrolment in the school. Legal
appointments and untimely off-campus medical appointments contributed to the
quality of educational instruction received by these students.
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In qualitative research, the researcher is the principal data collection instrument. The
qualitative researcher must acknowledge conceptual and theoretical understanding of
the participants’ social reality (Anderson, 1998). Field work within the contexts of
this study involved retrieving information regarding the prior home environment
from the students. The current strategies employed by these students to adjust to their
new living environment were also acknowledged through visual observations and
verbal confirmations from the student.

Multi-level grouping affected the quality of educational instruction in the classroom.
Because of the diverse ranges of academic abilities in the classroom, teacher
interaction with students was severely truncated to accommodate the many needs of
the academic groups that existed in the classroom.

The intent of qualitative research is to uncover the implicit meaning in a particular
situation from one or more perspectives. The data may include dynamic interaction
such as one observes or analyses through discourse, semiotics, narrative and content
analysis (Anderson, 1998).

Correlation is a statistical procedure used to determine how two or more variables are
related or how much they are related. The approach uses quantitative data and
involves no intervention or manipulation other than that required for administering
the instruments needed to collect the necessary data. Correlation research attempts to
describe the relationships among naturally occurring variables or phenomena without
attempting to change them (Shulman, 1997). This study sought to determine if there
was a correlation between the outcomes in mathematics (attitude and achievement)
based on hands-on instruction given to at-risk students at a juvenile justice facility.
The correlation method enabled the researcher to predict what would occur with atrisk students who engage in similar instructional strategies within the same learning
environment.

3.6

Theoretical Framework and Related Activities

Students were required to take an achievement test called the Basic Achievement
Skills Inventory (BASI). The pre-BASI was given to each student within the first
three days of their arrival to the facility. All students were required to take the BASI
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test to provide a baseline in determining proper placement and scheduling into the
core classes, namely Mathematics, Language Arts and Reading. Each student’s preBASI score was recorded on a data table.

Gokhale defined hands-on learning theory as “The basic premise of this theory is that
students learn as a result of doing or experiencing things in the world, and learning
occurs when mental activity is suffused with physical activity” (p.38). Dewey (1900)
believed that, through hands-on activities, students could combine intellectual
stimulation with activities that expanded learning. Gokhale’s hands-on learning
theory was used in this study.

A four curriculum framework used by Treagust (1987) to identify exemplary
teaching practices was also used in this study. The four aspects of the curriculum
were used as a template for this study, namely, the intended, implemented, perceived
and achieved curriculum. The intended curriculum briefly described the focus of the
instruction as well as the nature of the work; the implemented instruction described
what the students did in the classroom using both the qualitative and quantitative data
on the hands-on instruction; the perceived curriculum described what students seem
to understand for both the qualitative and quantitative data; and the achieved
curriculum reported the student progress when looking at both the qualitative and
quantitative data.

The Intended Curriculum
Budget/Check Writing Activity: The intended curriculum for the mathematics lessons
was defined by the Sunshine State Standards which provided state mandated
guidelines regarding the topics for student instruction in the classroom. These five
strands namely number sense, concepts and operations, measurement, geometry and
spatial sense, algebraic thinking, and data analysis and probability, comprised the
range of topics that were instructed to the students throughout the academic year.
The budgeting/check writing hands-on activity in this study utilized two strands,
specifically number sense, concepts and operations and data analysis. The researcher
hoped to provide the students with a better understanding of the cost of daily living
as well as deter illegal activity when the students returned to their home
environment.
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Cylinder Activity: Similarly, the cylinder hands-on activity utilized the geometry and
spatial sense strand with an emphasis on prediction and discovery. This activity was
also designed to assist students in making choices and working to develop an
understanding of why their choice was correct or incorrect.

Implemented Curriculum
Budget/Check Writing Activity: Finding a place to live, paying utilities, calculating
car payments, selecting insurance and buying groceries were a few of the areas
where these students had to display the ability to handle the basic responsibilities in
daily life. The implemented curriculum for this activity revealed that some students
would work diligently to find the most economical option whereas others were
forced to or chose to go without.

Cylinder Activity: Creating both cylinders, tall and short, required that the students
follow written instructions as well as simulate the previously discussed cylinder
demonstration. The implemented curriculum provided mental stimulation as the
different colour paper cylinders were created by most of the students. However, the
implemented curriculum also provided mental confusion as some students could not
read the directions correctly to create the cylinder. A tight straw-like version of the
cylinder was created instead.

Perceived Curriculum
Budget/Check Writing Activity: The perceived curriculum for the students was
mainly about spending money, initially. Students looked through car magazines with
plans to purchase a luxury car and reside in a beautiful home until they understood
the components. No mention of balancing a budget existed or thought of finding
percents was present in these students’ minds for this portion of the assignment.

Cylinder Activity: Taping together two different color paper in the form of a cylinder
and eating popcorn from each cylinder with both volume comparisons properly
documented was all that the students thought dictated successful completion the
assignment. Deriving, calculating and explaining an actual formula was never a
consideration for them.
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Student perceptions of mathematics were assessed with the Test of Mathematics
Related Attitudes.

Achieved Curriculum
Budget/Check Writing Activity: Having the students successfully complete all
components of the assignment was the achieved curriculum. Within in each
component of the assignment several mini-steps were involved. During calculation
on the Balancing a Check book worksheet one mistake proved disastrous for the
entire assignment creating a need for patience, which is a life skill. The deposit slip
required attention to detail as well as basic addition and subtraction skills because
students were required to document on the deposit slip an understanding of how to
retain a portion of their deposit for themselves. The Budget Worksheet proved to be
the most challenging but enlightening portion of the assignment as each student had
to account for every dollar received after deciding what they could afford with their
individual budget. Because each student received a different amount of money, the
quest to balance the worksheet was personal. On the Budget Worksheet the student
had to calculate the percentage of their income that was spent on housing,
food/clothing/transportation,

other

fixed

expenses,

flexible

expenses

and

savings/investments. The final part of the project proved to be the least difficult as
the students were required to place those percentages on a circle graph that they
constructed by hand versus on the computer. Below the circle graph they were
expected to document their personal experiences of trying to live within their budget.
Because the assignment was worth four grades, the qualitative components of the
assignment held greater importance to the students because of its quantitative
component.

Cylinder Activity: The students were able to immediately see that the taller cylinder
held less popcorn when they followed the directions provided. Some students were
amazed that their predictions were incorrect while others were satisfied that they
made a “lucky” choice. Because both sheets of paper were the same size, students
expected the same volume. Discovery led to discussion in the classroom about why
the difference occurred. Conjectures were made and students were involved. Later
calculations and discussion about the actual volume of each cylinder was the desired
and achieved curriculum.
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3.7

Background and Selection of Sample

The sample size of this study was selected by involving students who participated in
the voluntary TOMRA survey. Students were informed that their responses to the
survey would have no academic impact on them and that the data was used for
research purposes only. Prior to their involvement in the survey, written permission
was granted to the researcher from the school district, the principal and the
counsellors who acted as legal guardians to the students in the study who resided in
this juvenile justice facility. Students who did not complete the entire survey were
exempted from participation in the study. Twenty-four students who completed the
pre-test were exempt from the study. Five of these students decided that they did not
want to participate and the remaining 19 students exited the school prior to
administering the post test.

3.8

The Teaching Intervention

Within the regular curriculum, there exists the opportunity to include hands-on
activities for the at-risk student. The study utilized this opportunity to include two
hands-on activities. Data Analysis, Formulas, Expressions, and Equations, Decimals
and Fractions, Geometry and Measurement, Ratios, Rates, and Proportions were
introduced and specifically included in the student curriculum. The hands-on
activities were incorporated into the topics (see Appendix 1) to be covered. These
hands-on activities were implemented within the four months that was allotted for
collection of data by the school district. The Budgeting/check- writing activity
required five days of class to complete the entire activity. However the Volume of a
Cylinder Activity required one day of implementation and 1 day of reflection.
Because the students were unable to retain pencils or use the computer without prearranged permission from the staff on duty, all work was completed during class time
only which had a notable impact on the implementation portion of each activity.

Hands-on Mathematics Activities
Budgeting/Check Writing Project: The students in this study sold drugs to assist with
the household income, to finance their personal wants, and to continue their personal
drug use. Money for these students was used in part to maintain their lavish lifestyle
but the whole picture of financial responsibility was not revealed to them. Many of
these students were fathers but did not take the time to understand the required
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components of providing for a household. The budgeting project was introduced to
these students to provide them with an understanding of all the components of daily
living. First, the students were taught how to balance a checking account when
provided a given amount of money. During class discussion, students were engaged
in conversations to inquire about the meaning of credit, debit, deposit, interest,
withdrawals and delinquencies. Prior to the end of class, they were given the first
part of their project. It was important to start the project immediately after the
discussion to ensure they would recall how to complete the assignment correctly.
They were required to balance a check book registry with a large balance and
registry components.

During the next class, students were each given a personal check with their names on
it and their monthly earnings. All students were anxious to see the amount they
received on their check. Every student was given a different amount of money to
ensure genuine completion of the assignment. With their check, they received a
Budget Worksheet Reference Guide and a Budget Worksheet. The reference guide
provided the possible costs for housing, utilities, transportation, and other
miscellaneous items that an individual would need to purchase. On the Budget
Worksheet, students had to pay for their place to live, pay their utilities, decide on
their transportation, pay for their phone, decide on purchasing renter’s, medical,
dental, and/or life insurance. Deciding on whether an item was a fixed or flexible
expense was also a consideration for each student. Because each student had a
different amount, students had to provide their own balance sheet. Ten percent of
their monthly earnings had to be placed in their savings as a basic requirement. This
meant that all students had to know or learn how to find ten percent of their check.
Once their entire check was entirely distributed on the budget worksheet, a circle
graph of their monthly expenses had to be created. This required that the students
change a fraction to a decimal and then to a percent, which was taught in a previous
lesson. Numerous apartment shopper and automobile catalogues from the local
supermarket provided the students with additional pricing selections as they searched
for places to live and vehicles to purchase. This was the second component of the
project.
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Third, a description of any difficulty in trying to remain within budget had to be
written in paragraph form. The students had to discuss why they chose to live in an
apartment versus a house and also explain many of the other choices on the budget
worksheet. Neatness and organization, as well as the ability to work in the room with
others were another component of the grading rubric.

Lastly, an actual bank deposit slip, from a local bank, was provided to each student
to practice the correct way to complete a deposit slip. On the next class meeting, the
students were provided with another bank deposit slip in order to complete a deposit
slip quiz.

Volume of a Cylinder Project: Students were asked to look at two cylinders and
decide whether the cylinders held the same amount or one cylinder held more than
the other. Each student in the class was asked to make a prediction concerning the
volume of the cylinder. They were asked whether the cylinders held the same or the
short or tall cylinder held more. Documentation of the responses was placed on the
board and they were asked to remember and document the responses on their data
sheet. Each pair of students had a rectangular plastic container. Inside the container
were two sheets of 8½ x 11 paper one pink and one white, labelled short and tall, a
roll of tape, a data sheet, a tape measure and two pencils. During class discussion,
students were asked to consider which cylinder they would purchase a product in, if
the cost was the same for both cylinders.

With the two identical sheets of paper, the students were instructed to roll one sheet
into a short cylinder and the other into a tall cylinder. One student would roll the
cylinder while the other student placed the tape on the cylinder to secure it into place.
Both cylinders were placed in the rectangular container to allow the student to make
visual estimates of the volume of both cylinders. During the student investigation,
the instructor informed the students that designers and engineers use visual estimates
to find economical ways to package and protect items.

The instructor/researcher drew a circle on the board and reviewed the formula for the
area of a circle. Directly following the discussion the circle was changed to a
cylinder and the volume of a cylinder was developed and discussed. With the
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formula on the board and the cylinders on the desk, the instructor placed popcorn in
the rectangular container for all the pairs of students. The students were instructed to
compare the volume of the short and tall cylinders, document their findings, and
consume the popcorn. However, the activity did not end at that point. The students
were required to use the tape measure to compute the actual volume of each cylinder.
Calculators were provided for this portion of the project. Later, students were asked
to document whether their earlier predictions were correct; consider why some items
are packaged in boxes instead of cylinders; and note that some universities offer
degrees in packaging technology which could be an occupational choice.

3.9

Quantitative Data Collection Procedures and Analysis

Two quantitative research instruments were used to determine the effects of hands-on
mathematics activities on student attitudes and achievement namely the TOMRA and
BASI tests. The Test of Mathematics-related Attitudes (TOMRA) was used to assess
student’s attitudes towards their mathematics class (Fraser, 1981). Similarly, the
Basic Achievement Skills Inventory (BASI) was utilized to assess student
achievement (Bardos, 1996).

Perception Measures - Test of Mathematics-Related Attitudes (TOMRA)
A mathematics version of Fraser’s (1981) Test of Science-Related Attitudes
(TOSRA) was revised and called the Test of Mathematics-Related Attitudes
(TOMRA). The Australian Council for Educational Research revealed that it was
developed, field tested, and shown to be highly reliable. Measuring the attitudes of
the students required the use of the international instrument called the Test of
Mathematics-related Attitudes namely the TOMRA.

Measuring the attitudes of the students require the use of the international instrument
called the Test of Mathematics-related Attitudes namely, the TOMRA. The TOMRA
was designed to measure seven distinct attitudes among students. All of the seven
scales of the TOMRA, with ten items per scale, were used in this study, resulting in a
total of 70 questions. The TOMRA’s response format, first described by Likert
(1932), required that students express their agreement with each statement on a fivepoint scale consisting of the responses Strongly Agree, Agree, Not Sure, Disagree,
and Strongly Disagree. TOMRA’s major strength was the fact that it provided a
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separate score for a number of distinct attitudinal aims instead of a single overall
score. Specific attitudinal deficiencies could be identified more readily than with an
overall score. I was able to identify the changes in attitude, if they existed, for these
at-risk students that received hands-on instruction. The TOMRA scales were Social
Implications of Mathematics, Normality of Mathematicians, Attitude to Mathematics
Inquiry, Adoption of Mathematics Attitudes, Enjoyment of Mathematics Lessons,
Leisure Interest in Mathematics, and Career Interest in Mathematics (see Table 3.1).
Table 3.1 Scales and item examples of the Test of Mathematics Related Attitudes
Scale

Example of Item

Social Implications of Mathematics

Money spent on mathematics is well worth spending

Normality of Mathematicians

Mathematicians are about as fit and healthy as other
people

Attitude to Mathematics Inquiry

I would prefer to do mathematics problems than read
about them

Adoption of Mathematics Attitudes

I enjoy reading about things which disagree with my
previous ideas

Enjoyment of Mathematics Lessons

Mathematics lessons are fun

Leisure Interest in Mathematics

I would like to belong to a mathematics club

Career Interest in Mathematics

Working as a mathematician would be an interesting
way to earn a living

Achievement Measures - Basic Achievement Skills Inventory (BASI)
The Basic Achievement Skills Inventory (BASI) is a norm-referenced achievement
test that measured mathematics, reading and language arts for the students in this
study. The mathematics scores will be extracted for use in this study. The BASI
series of tests was normed during the 2002-2003 school year and was correlated to
the leading individually and group-administered achievement and intelligence tests.
This test could be administered using paper and pencil or computer. For the purpose
of this study, the test was administered on the computer. The test was organized into
four grade-specific levels with two forms for each level. Achilles N. Bardos, PhD, is
a Professor of School Psychology at the University of Northern Colorado and is also
the author of the BASI. Dr. Bardos co-authored the General Ability Measure for
Adults (GAMA) test. The BASI Comprehensive and Survey versions were
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standardized on a sample of more than 4,000 students (grades 3 – 12 and college)
matched to the 2000 U. S. Census demographic information. The Survey version also
was normed on a sample of 2000 adults (ages 18 – 80), matched to the 2000 U. S.
Census demographic data. The samples were stratified by race and ethnicity, age,
gender, geographical region, and economic status (Bardos, 2006).

The Basic Achievement Skills Inventory (BASI) was a versatile, multi-level, norm
referenced achievement test. The BASI test helped measure mathematics, reading
and language arts for children and adults. The comprehensive version of the BASI
was being used for understanding specific areas of strengths and weaknesses,
measuring progress and assisting in diagnosing learning disabilities. BASI was a
comprehensive measure of academic achievement for grades 3 – 12 and adults.
The BASI included a summary report and a parent report explaining particular
strengths and weaknesses of the students. BASI was used to screen for learning
disabilities, inform and diagnose learning disabilities, help determine student
readiness for the General Education Development Pre-Test (GED), design learning
interventions and other placement decisions, track academic progress and predict
performance on high stakes tests. There were two forms of the test, Form A, the fall
norms which were administered between August and December and Form B, the
spring norms, which were administered between January and July.
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Mathematics Computation

What is the decimal representation of 80%?
A) 0.08

B) 0.80 C) 8.00

D) 80.00

If 3n – 5n – 24= 8, then n =
A) -16

B) -8

C) -4

D) 4

4 is a square root of which number?
A) 2

B) 4

C) 16

D) 24

Subtract 15% of 80 from 60% of 25.
A) -30

B) -3

C) 3

D) 30

Mathematics Application

Tony bought 20 raffle tickets at a fire station. The fire station sold a total of 80 raffle tickets.
What is the probability that Tony will win the raffle?
A) 40% B) 33%

C) 25%

D) 20%

For her bedroom, Marisol is buying a rug that is 6 feet by 8 feet. Her room is 9 feet by 11
feet. How many square feet of floor will not be covered by the rug?
A) 6

B) 12

C) 24

D) 51

James just bought a car seat that is safe for children weighing up to 40 pounds. James’s
daughter weighs 24 pounds, 3 ounces. How much weight can she gain and still be safe in her
car seat?
A) 15lbs, 7oz B) 15lbs, 13oz C) 16lbs, 3 oz D) 24lbs, 3oz

A cylindrical aquarium is being designed with a base diameter of 5 feet and a height of 6
feet. If 3.14 is used for pi, what is the approximate volume of the aquarium to the nearest
cubic foot?
A) 38

B) 118

C) 471 D) 1,884

Figure 3.1 Examples of items in the Basic Achievement Skills Inventory
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For the purpose of this study, the pre and post BASI test scores were from Form A.
The mathematics subtests consisted of mathematics computation and mathematics
application (see Figure 3.1 for examples of items). There were 32 computational
problems and 36 application problems. Each subtest could be administered
independently. The computational section was 20 minutes long and the application
section was 35 minutes long. The BASI testing allowed educators to help students
and parents identify strengths and weaknesses in basic skills, to help teachers
evaluate their students’ achievement, and to help school personnel evaluate program
effectiveness.

The results were also used to assist in the placement of students. Student scores on
the BASI ranged from 2 to 12.9. A student score of 2 meant that the student was
functioning on a second grade level. A score of 7.2 was interpreted as a student who
was functioning at the seventh grade second month level. In comparison, a student
score of 12.9 was the highest possible score. The interpretation of that score was that
the student was functioning at a twelve grade ninth month level. No remediation was
suggested and the student needed to be challenged academically in the mathematics
classroom.

BASI reports explained how students performed in each content area. The BASI
results benefited teachers as well. Teachers used a variety of tests throughout the
school year to assess student progress. The information gained as a result of testing
was utilized to help educators make sound decisions regarding the instructional
program. The questions were all multiple choice. Calculator usage was not permitted;
rulers and scratch paper were provided for the student.

Data Analysis Procedures for Quantitative Data
Cronbach alpha was used to determine the reliability of the attitude questionnaire.
Pre and post BASI test score comparisons were used to help determine the level of
mathematics achievement of each student. The information obtained from these
methods was used to explain any differences identified through the statistical
analysis of quantitative data. Each student responded to the TOMRA survey and
BASI tests. The TOMRA assessed student attitudes towards mathematics. The Test
of Mathematics-related Attitudes (TOMRA) (Fraser, 1981) and the Basic
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Achievement Skills Inventory (BASI) were the main instruments in collecting
quantitative data. Student mathematics achievement was assessed in terms of scores
on the BASI test.

3.10

Qualitative Data Collection Procedures and Analysis

The students in this study participated in the implementation of hands-on
mathematics activities. Qualitative methods portray an individual or a small number
of individuals with a type of ethnological inquiry in a "natural" environment. This
method creates a more personal anecdote and allows the reader to become more
empathetic towards the subject being researched (Shulman, 1997). The qualitative
methods used in this study included post activity student response sheets and
observations of mathematics classes. Classroom observations helped to determine
student involvement in the hands-on activity. Student output on the post activity
response sheet as well as class participation supported student interest in an activity.

Classroom Observations
Budgeting/Check Writing Project: The students in this study were observed as they
engaged in the hands-on learning activity. Many students appeared determined to
quickly purchase the basic living requirements with their incomes and then move on
to spending the remainder of their money on numerous luxuries. However, obvious
frustration was observed by the researcher as students complained that their monthly
income was not realistic and that too many financial sacrifices had to be made to
balance their monthly earnings. Many students questioned why they received more
or less money than their classmate, as each student received a different monthly
income. All the students in the study understood that one component for successful
completion of the entire project required that all of their monthly income was to be
documented on their budget worksheet and a circle graph of the expenditures for the
month was to be created, explained and attached to their project. A grading rubric,
which remained on the classroom wall for constant review, was discussed with the
students immediately prior to beginning the assignment. Additional components of
the project required that the students balance a check book with entries provided in
the registry and finally complete a deposit slip from a bank located in the state.
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Cylinder Activity: Most of the students were fully engaged throughout the entire
assignment as they were anxious to find out who had the correct theory regarding the
volume of two cylinders. The students looked at two different cylinders that were
created from the same size paper and prior to the intervention had to decide which
container held more or if both containers held the same volume. The John Henry
Effect was mimicked as members of the experimental group were provided with a
new educational tool and demonstrated a strong competitive drive to solve the
problem before their classmate was able to. This was displayed as the activity
continued and the students verbally argued about the volume of the container while
other students placed bets on the outcome of the experiment. The researcher received
inquires by the students about every step of the activity to ensure correct results.

Achievement Measures
Budgeting/Checkwriting Project: Students were informed of the expectations
throughout the entire project. The grading scale was posted in the classroom on the
wall for all students to observe. An additional reminder of the significant value of
class projects was written in the classroom syllabus which also remained on the wall.
85 % of the students received a satisfactory grade for this assignment.

Volume of a Cylinder Project: A satisfactory grade on the assignment was the source
of verification of student achievement for this activity. Students had to demonstrate
an understanding of how to follow directions, make predictions, derive a formula,
and make conjectures on possible uses for items packed in cylinders.

3.11

Summary of Methodology

This chapter discussed the research methodology and provided the research
techniques used to collect supporting data to answer each of the research questions.
Descriptions of the instruments used and the background of the individuals in the
sample were highlighted. The following chapter presents the findings of the collected
data. Responses to the research questions were supported using the data collected in
the manner explained above. Case studies, quasi-experimental methods, and
quantitative data also comprised the findings. The case study approach was used in
the investigation to evaluate the effectiveness of hands-on activities when used with
at-risk students at a Juvenile Justice Facility.
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Chapter 4
RESEARCH FINDINGS

4.0

Overview of the Chapter

This chapter responds to the research questions outlined in this study and reports on
the results of the data analysis. Charts, documents, and tables support the findings for
many of the questions. Section 4.1 describes the intent of utilizing the hands-on
curriculum for the students in the study and section 4.2 describes how the curriculum
was implemented and provides samples of the materials used with these students. In
section 4.3 reports on the reliability of the Test of Mathematics –Related Attitude
questionnaire were discussed while qualitative data regarding student perceptions
was provided in section 4.4. Student achievement was reported in section 4.5. Lastly,
section 4.6 discussed the associations between student achievement and attitudes
when using the hands-on curriculum.

The previous chapter described the methodology used to answer the research
questions. Detailed descriptions of the instruments used to collect the data were
described, namely the TOMRA and BASI, as well as observations and interviews
conducted in an informal setting.

The purpose of this chapter is to report on the findings as a result of the data analysis.
This study investigated whether or not hands-on mathematics activities incorporated
into the mathematics curriculum for students at a juvenile justice facility resulted in
significant improvement in the student’s achievement in and attitudes towards
mathematics. A pre test was given to the students in this study to provide the baseline
academic and attitudinal scores. Hands-on instruction was then utilized in the
classroom for three months. Because of the frequent number of entries and
discharges at the facility, due to behavioral transfers and legal assignments, the three
month semester study was used to ensure the availability of the students for both the
pre and post data collection days and activity days.

Comparisons were made to discover the associations between the student
achievement and attitudes when hands-on activities were used in the classroom. The
budget/check writing and volume of a cylinder mathematics activities used in my
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secondary mathematics classrooms at the juvenile justice facility were two of the
hands-on activities discussed in this chapter. Reporting in this chapter is divided into
six parts with each part corresponding to the research questions indicated below:

1. What is the intended curriculum for Mathematics in this Juvenile Justice
Facility?
2. How was the curriculum implemented?
3. Are mathematics scales modelled on the Test of Science-Related
Attitudes (TOSRA) reliable when used in secondary mathematics
classrooms at a Juvenile Justice facility in South Florida?
4. What were the student’s perceptions of the curriculum, particularly their
attitudes towards mathematics?
5. What was the achieved curriculum for Mathematics in this Juvenile
Justice Facility?
6. Were there associations between student achievement & attitudes when
teaching with hands-on activities in secondary mathematics classrooms at
a Juvenile Justice facility in South Florida?

4.1

Research Question 1: What is the intended curriculum for
Mathematics in this Juvenile Justice Facility?

The Florida Legislature passed HB 349. This bill required extensive reform of
Florida’s juvenile justice educational programs. State, district and school levels all
felt the impact of HB 349 as it established an overall increase in accountability and
responsibility. The impact at the state level was to place the accountability for and
responsibility of juvenile justice education under the authority of the Department of
Education and to establish a mechanism to ensure that research, Quality Assurance,
and technical assistance would be conducted to improve the quality of education.
Hands-on instructions conducted in the classroom at this juvenile justice facility
provided tangible examples to support or refute the funding used to provide materials
for these at-risk students. If student scores were statistically significant after
participating in the hands-on curriculum at this facility, county wide curriculum
adjustments would be recommended. Documentation and submission of the
activities’ results would be posted in the state’s annual QA report. The HB 349
required that research be conducted to identify best practices in juvenile justice
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education. At the district level, HB 349 established that the responsibility of the
school districts was to oversee the operation of the juvenile justice schools. At the
school level, HB349 waived General Educational Development (GED) testing fees,
developed academic improvement plans (AIPs) for all students, conducted specific
academic record keeping, provided transition services and activities, developed a
school improvement plan (SIP), required year-round schooling, and delivered
curriculum and instruction to every student based on his or her individual
requirements and needs. The legislation provided the beginning of a comprehensive
structure and accountability system for Florida’s juvenile justice education and a
positive outcome for Florida’s at-risk youth. Merging interest and academics, two
hands-on activities were used in this study to improve the academics scores of at-risk
students. On the check writing/budgeting project, the intended curriculum was to
provide a real-world activity that incorporated basic mathematics skills. Addition,
subtraction, multiplication, percents and graphing were all incorporated into the
assignment to reinforce previous skills and provide a purposeful and engaging
mathematics experience for each student. On the volume of a cylinder activity, the
intended curriculum was to have the students make a visual estimate and find the
volume of two cylinders, manually and mathematically.

4.2

Research Question 2: How was the curriculum implemented?

Johnson and Johnson (1989) believed that cooperative student-centered learning
techniques engaged and empowered students.

Using that theory, my students

participated in the hands-on activities while they were in cooperative groups. Their
learning partners varied as different tasks were assigned to each group member.
Slavin and Madden (1989) believed that the cooperative learning method was the
most consistently effective means of increasing student achievement. Because my
students are labelled at-risk, successful teaching meant providing and interesting yet
challenging curriculum that would encourage completion by the student and foster
academic growth by the student. Dewey (1900, 1916, 1938) and Herschbach (1996)
stated students indicated that they learned better through hands-on learning methods
than through book work or lecture methods. As the assignments were developed, I
considered the variety of academic abilities within the class, the student interests, the
time required to complete the activities, and the materials needed to complete the
activity.
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Implemented Lesson
Students sat at a table that allowed four to six students to work. These tables were
later used as cafeteria tables when transported daily by the students at the beginning
and ending of the class.

During the check writing/budgeting project, the instructor provided the students with
an explanation of the parts and purpose of the assignment. A rubric with the specific
components of the check writing project was given to each student to use as a guide
(see Appendix 2). It was collected from the students and redistributed to the students
with a grade after submission of the entire assignment. Students received a personal
check that was created for them. No two students had the same dollar amount on
their check. Each student received an apartment shopper book and an auto trader
magazine which are provided to the public free of charge in the local supermarket.
Students were provided with a Budget Worksheet Reference Guide which provided
general pricing information about housing, utilities, transportation, and other
miscellaneous expenses (see Appendix 3). After deciding on the accommodations
that were affordable, students began to complete their budget worksheet (see
Appendix 4). Repeatedly students would have to alter choices to account for their
monthly budget. The amount each student received on their check would have to be
accounted for on the Budget Worksheet to the last penny. Five parts of the Budget
worksheet had to be changed into percents with a final total of one hundred percent.
Housing was first which included mortgage payments, insurance, utilities, telephone
and any other household expenses. The total in this section was the numerator and
the amount on their check was the denominator. After documenting this amount,
students used a calculator to change the fraction to a decimal. Once complete, the
decimal was changed to a percent and documented on the Budget Worksheet next to
the housing title (see Appendix 4). The second percent to be calculated was the
Food/Clothing/Transportation section which was comprised of food, laundry, and
auto loan payments or public transportation costs. The total in this section was the
numerator of the fraction and the amount on their check was the denominator of the
fraction. Using the calculator, the fraction was changed to a decimal and then to a
percent

once

again.

Documentation

was

submitted

next

to

the

Food/Clothing/Transportation title on the Budget Worksheet (see Appendix 4). The
remaining three sections labeled other fixed expenses, flexible expenses and savings
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and investments required documentation and calculation of a percent also. A final
summary of expenses was documented and the total expenses had to equal the
amount on each student’s individualized check to successfully complete that portion
of the assignment. Without a calculator, students were expected to document their
understanding of tracking their expenses. Each student was given a Balancing a
Checkbook worksheet (see Appendix 5), a pencil and a sheet of paper to provide
evidence of their work. Both papers were collected and graded to justify their grade.
An authentic bank deposit slip was given to each student to practice making deposits
of cash and checks. During next day of class, students were required to demonstrate
their understanding of deposit slips by completing all sections of an authentic deposit
slip (see Appendix 6) and calculating the amount that they would retain after various
transactions. Finally, a circle graph with the five portions from the Budget
Worksheet had to be created and colored with a paragraph accompanying the graph.
The paragraph had to explain the purpose for each purchase and the level of ease or
difficulty the student had remaining within budget.

During the Volume of a Cylinder project, students were in groups of four at each
table. The instructor reviewed area of a circle and drew a circle labeling radius,
diameter and circumference. Two different colored cylinders were taped to the wall.
An explanation of how these cylinders were created was discussed with the students.
Each student was asked to make an educated guess, just by looking at both cylinders,
to discover if one cylinder held more volume that the other or if they both held the
same volume. They were reminded that both cylinders originated from the same
type of paper but that they were both rolled differently. Every student response was
documented on the board with tally marks for yes they held the same amount or no
they held different amounts of volume. A task sheet with student responsibilities
was distributed to each table (see Appendix 7). The Volume of a Cylinder procedure
sheet was distributed (see Appendices 8 and 9) along with the Volume of a Cylinder
response sheet (see Appendices 10 and 11). Each table had a rectangular plastic
container with two different colored sheets of paper. These papers were pre-labeled
one labeled short and the other labeled tall. A roll of tape and a tape measure were
also in the container. Students were required to join the sides of each paper to create
short and tall cylinders. After creating the cylinders, the students were provided with
popcorn to fill the cylinders and compare whether the containers held the same
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amount or different amounts. Three questions were then asked of these students. 1)
Which cylinder holds more? 2) How do you know? and 3) Was your group’s
prediction correct? The manual conclusion was documented and student’s discovered
what made the assignment unique. Last, the students were required to explain the
problem mathematically. They wrote the formula down for each cylinder, measured
the radius and height of each cylinder with the tape measure, calculated the actual
volume of each cylinder and provided the numerical results of their findings (see
Appendices 10 and 11). At the conclusion of the activity, classroom discussion
provided acknowledgement of various careers in packing technology and the use of
cylinders instead of boxes for packaging different items that are in use (see
Appendices 8 and 9).

On the check writing/budgeting project, the students were required to maintain a
monthly budget. Each student was given a different monthly income to prevent
plagiarism. They were required to document fixed and flexible expenses on a budget
worksheet, calculate percents for specified categories within the fixed and flexible
expenses, save ten percent of their income in a savings account or investment
vehicle, balance a checkbook with fixed entries, complete a deposit slip from a local
bank, and manually create a circle graph of their monthly expenses.

On the volume of a cylinder project, students were required to take two identical
sheets of paper, roll one paper into a short cylinder and the other paper into a tall
cylinder. After placing them both on a flat surface, they were asked to decide
whether the cylinders held the same or different amounts when filled. After
documenting their individual group members’ responses, they used cereal or popcorn
to decide what each cylinder would hold. The pre-implementation prediction was
discussed within the group to determine if any member of the group arrived at the
correct and determine if mathematics played a part in the prediction. Next each
student was required to compute the volume of each cylinder mathematically and
provide a written explanation of their answer. Additional follow-up questions and
facts were provided to the students for discussion after the calculation of the volume
for each cylinder was complete.
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4.3

Research Question 3: Are mathematics scales modeled on the Test of
Science-Related Attitudes (TOSRA) questionnaire reliable when used in
secondary mathematics classrooms at a juvenile justice facility in South
Florida?

Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients for the pretest and posttest versions for each
of the seven TOMRA scales are presented in Table 4.1. The scale reliability
estimates range from 0.40 to 0.86 for the pretest form and from 0.22 to 0.74 for the
posttest form. The low reliability of the Normality of Mathematicians and Adoption
of Mathematics Attitudes means that discussion of these scales should be considered
with some caution.

The discriminant validity values (mean correlation of a scale with other scales) for
the seven scales of the TOMRA ranged from 0.32 to 0.47 for the pretest form and
from 0.27 to 0.41 for the posttest form are also shown in Table 4.1. The data suggest
that raw scores on the TOMRA assess distinct but somewhat overlapping aspects of
the TOMRA. The results in Table 4.1 support the internal consistency reliability and
discriminant validity for five of the seven student attitude scales. The low reliability
of the Normality of Mathematicians and Adoption of Mathematics Attitudes limits
the use of these scales in this study and any data needs to be interpreted with caution.
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Table 4.1

Internal Consistency Reliability (Cronbach Alpha Coefficient) and Discriminant
Validity (Mean Correlation With Other Scales) for the TOMRA Pretest and
Posttest scores (N = 50)

Scale

Alpha Reliability

Mean Correlation with
Other Scales

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

0.76

0.54

0.46

0.39

0.40

0.22

0.36

0.27

0.78

0.64

0.36

0.27

0.47

0.46

0.36

0.30

0.86

0.74

0.44

0.41

0.78

0.69

0.32

0.31

0.79

0.66

0.47

0.33

Social Implications of
Mathematics
Normality of
Mathematicians
Attitude to Mathematics
Inquiry
Adoption of Mathematics
Attitudes
Enjoyment of Mathematics
Lessons
Leisure Interest in
Mathematics
Career Interest in
Mathematics

4.4

Research Question 4:

What were the students’ perceptions of the

curriculum, particularly their attitudes towards mathematics?
Each student responded to the TOMRA survey without time restrictions. They were
instructed to read each question carefully and were assured that their responses
would hold no academic penalty but that they were extremely important for the study
that they were participating in. One student responded with the same answer for
every question without reading the questions because of an unfavorable experience in
court. He, later, tore his response sheet in two, requested another form, and honestly
re-submitted his responses. All the students in this study responded to the TOMRA
survey before implementation of the hands-on learning intervention and again after
three months of instruction. Observations were made about the pre/post gains for the
students in the study group. (t Test RQ2) The case study consisted of 50 students
who participated in the implementation of hands-on mathematics activities.
Qualitative data was compiled using the student survey responses and several
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observations of the mathematics classes. Visual observations provided additional
data to support student involvement in the hands-on activity. Cronbach alpha was
used to determine the reliability of the attitude questionnaire.

The ANOVA results for the TOMRA reported in Table 4.2 indicate that, in the
posttest, students displayed statistically significant differences (p<0.05) on Social
Implications of Mathematics, Normality of Mathematicians, Adoption of
Mathematics Attitudes, Enjoyment of Mathematics Lessons than in the pretest. The
effect sizes for the five scales for which differences are statistically significant range
between approximately one eight of a standard deviation (0.12) and half of a
standard deviation (0.52). These results suggest that the magnitude of the differences
on these TOMRA scales is large, with students who participated in the posttest
consistently having positive attitudes towards mathematics on all sales than those
who participated in the pretest (see Figure 4.1).
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Table 4.2

Descriptive and inferential statistics (Effect Size and MANOVA Results) on
TOMRA

Scale

Average

Average

Item Mean

Item SD

Pretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

Difference

Effect

T

size
Social Implications of

2.58

2.71

0.59

0.49

0.12

2.30*

2.64

2.81

0.39

0.36

0.22

3.17**

2.64

2.75

0.39

0.56

0.11

1.60

2.57

2.75

0.45

0.48

0.19

3.40**

2.79

3.00

0.81

0.66

0.14

2.17*

3.27

3.30

0.72

0.63

0.02

0.26

3.13

3.03

0.67

0.57

0.08

1.22

5.83

7.39

3.08

2.95

0.52

7.00**

Mathematics
Normality of
Mathematicians
Attitude to
Mathematics Inquiry
Adoption of
Mathematics Attitudes
Enjoyment of
Mathematics Lessons
Leisure Interest in
Mathematics
Career Interest in
Mathematics
Algebra Test
*p<0.05 **p<0.01
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8

Average Item Mean

7
6
5
Pretest

4

Posttest

3
2
1
Algebra Test

Career Interest
in Mathematics

Leisure Interest
in Mathematics

Enjoyment of
Mathematics

Adoption of
Mathematics

Attitude to
Mathematics

Normality of
Mathematicians

Social
Implications of

0

Scale

Figure 4.1 Average Item Mean for Pretest and Posttest Scores on the TOMRA Scales

Qualitative data to answer this research question came form classroom observations,
informal interviews with students, and document analysis.

Perceived Lesson
Students understood that the check writing/budgeting project would involve the
application real world basic skills. They enjoyed the independence of making their
selections of wants and needs. Percents, fractions, and paragraph writing was an
unexpected part of the assignment that many students mentioned could be omitted.
They preferred simple addition and subtraction only.

Creating cylinders and comparing their sizes was the extent of the student
expectations of the volume of a cylinder project. They expected that the group
activity would be fun because of the hands-on approach which was said to be less
stressful than the independent work that standard assessments entail. Many students
expected the same paper to produce the same volume regardless of the way the
cylinder was created. The manual approach to solving the problem was preferred
over the mathematical approach to solving the problem. Because the derivation of the
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formula for the volume of a cylinder was discussed, developed, and solved for these
two cylinders, the students experienced the comfort of being able to approach future
problems. One student stated that he will always remember how to find the volume
now that he did the “popcorn thing”. His excitement led me to ask him if he was
ready for more volume problems. His response was “Bring it on, I can handle it
now!”.

During the introduction of the check writing/budgeting projects, the students were
curious about moving away from textbook problems and moving towards real-world
problems. The textbook provided students with problem solving questions that
students generally disliked and were in fear of. Some apprehension existed during the
introduction of this project because the students realized the assignment would weigh
heavily on their grade point average as it was worth four grades. Within the
assignment, excitement existed when each student received a personalized check and
could spend the virtual cash. Finding a car, place to live, and cell phone were the
highlights of the assignment. Many students realized the level of difficulty involved
when they had to decide what they could afford to purchase. They were able to
calculate ten percent without a calculator and became thrilled with their new
knowledge. Utility bills and questions concerning basic necessities were discussed
with interest and students mentioned that they understood the importance of being
able to keep accurate records of their income. They didn’t want to get “robbed” by
the system because they could not properly calculate the interest rate or balance their
check book.

During the volume of a cylinder project, students continued to express interest in
removing themselves from the textbook and getting involved in an activity. “Fun”
was the word used to describe filling both cylinders for this activity and making
visual comparisons of the volume in each cylinder. Many students expressed comfort
with learning through discovery. The concept of volume was demonstrated in a less
stressful manner according to these students.

The students detained in this facility retain attitudes towards life that resonate
throughout their academic pursuits. Instructors must motivate the students to
concentrate on formulas and figures instead of court appointments and family
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responsibilities. More than half of the students do not have a genuine interest in
mathematics past addition and subtraction. The need to understand algebraic
equations in a home environment of drugs, weapons, and family responsibility
seemed mindless to these students. However, the data sought to explore the
significance of student attitudes before and after the implementation of hands-on
instruction in a juvenile justice facility.

Students entered the school by order of the court or by personal request of the
parents. Most students arrived to the school in handcuffs and shackles. With parental
consent, students, who were referred to as “privates”, were removed from their
homes without warning. Private students were defined as students whose parents
paid the facility to rehabilitate their child in order to avoid the incarceration of the
child, curb drug usage in the home, or prevent the continuation of violent, illegal
activity that their child was engaged in. All off-campus appointments, whether it was
to go to the doctor or to go to the courtroom, required that the student leave the
premises handcuffed, or shackled, or both. On campus, no shackles or handcuffs
were used for any other purpose.

Moments after arrival, each incoming student was briefed of the daily schedule,
provided with a uniform and sent to the barber to be shaven bald and remove any
facial hair that existed. During independent study time, an informal discourse existed
between several students and me. These students shared their strengths and
weaknesses in mathematics as well as their concerns about events in their life. A
resounding quote from the students was “I hate math!” In an effort to further
understand their feelings toward mathematics, the students were questioned
informally and their responses were recorded in a journal.
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The responses to the question “what are your feelings about math?” were the following:
“It’s boring.”
“I didn’t like the teacher because they didn’t explain the work.”
“Math is too hard.”
“I don’t get the letters and numbers thing.”
“I ain’t gonna use this kinda math in the streets, yah feel me?”
“Math___ I can do it but I don’t feel like it. (doing math).”
“You get asked some crazy questions in math.”
“Takes too long to get one answer.”

Figure 4.2 The responses to the question “what are your feelings about math?

The hands-on activity used in this study to develop student understanding of the
volume of a cylinder resulted in various responses. The cylinder activity required that
a pair of students create two cylinders with two different colored 8.5inch x 11inch
sheets of paper. One cylinder was created with a height of 11inches. The other
cylinder created with a height of 8.5 inches. After filling the cylinders with popcorn
that was provided to them, the students had to speculate which cylinder held the most
volume, develop a formula for the volume, find the actual volume, and reveal
whether their speculation was correct. A four question reflection sheet was given to
each student at the conclusion of the activity. Students were asked to name three
parts of the activity that they liked and disliked, identify a portion of the activity that
they would like to see changed, and name a mathematics activity that they would like
to engage in during class. The responses documented by several of the students are
presented in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
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Name three parts of the activity that you liked. And why?
“the simplicity of the activity”
“working on hands-on stuff”
“it was a group activity”
“it was fun to do”
“playing with cylinders”
“trying to create the cylinders”
“the measuring was fun”
“trying to put the cubes in the cylinder”
“I liked how the two were the same yet different”(papers that created the 2
cylinders)”
“filling the cylinder because it kept me occupied”
“It proved a point, it actually made you think and it proved me wrong”
“It taught something new in a less stressful way”

Figure 4.3 Responses to: Name three parts of the activity that you liked. And why?
Name three parts of the activity that you disliked. And why?
“explaining the volume and doing the worksheet”
“doing the writing”
“too much work”
“it was too short” (activity)
“my prediction was wrong”
“we only used one shape”
“too many parts to get to the answer”

Figure 4.4 Responses to: Name three parts of the activity that you disliked. And why?
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What would you change about the activity?
“have candy to fill the cylinders”
“have metal cylinders instead”
“do the activity by myself”
“I don’t know and I don’t care”
“ the write (writing) part, I don’t like to write”
“I would have use different kind of shapes to measure instead of using only a cylinder “
“fractions”
“math hangman”
“brain twisters”
“I would like to do some building structure; how much weight a building can take and such “
“building different stuff with math use” (using math to build)
“calculus “
“suduko”
“It doesn’t matter to me”
“Division so I could learn more about it ”
“Multiplication and division “

Figure 4.5 Responses to: What would you change about the activity?

4.5

Research Question 5: What was the achieved curriculum for
Mathematics in this Juvenile Justice Facility?

However, the BASI test used in the study supports a positive correlation when
considering the use of hands-on activities to improve the standardized test scores of
the students at this juvenile justice facility. Quantitative data from this case study
supports the conjecture that the differences between the pre and post BASI test
scores were statistically significant after engaging the students in hands-on activities.
It further reveals that there was a 95% probability that the differences were not due
purely to chance (Table 4.2). Attitude to Mathematics Inquiry, Leisure Interest in
Mathematics and Career Interest in Mathematics are revealed in Table 4.2 to have
statistically insignificant changes for my students on the attitude questionnaire.
However, the academic impact was notable on Table 4.2 as difference in the pre-test
and post-test reveal.
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In the check writing/budgeting assignment, students were able to see the usefulness
of mathematics in daily life. Understanding how to calculate percent, changing a
portion of their income into a fraction and decimal was achieved and reinforced
throughout the assignment. The importance of surviving within a budget was realized
when the student requesting more money to maintain their monthly budget but
realized that their income could not be supplemented. Students shifted portions of
their income to accommodate their needs and learned to calculate the percents for
portions of their expenses until they could account for one hundred percent of their
monthly income. Frustration developed when their budgets totalled ninety percent,
determination was displayed as they focused on re-calculating the entire budget, and
diligence was rewarded when they successfully documented one hundred percent of
their income which was the achieved curriculum for the assignment.

During the volume of a cylinder activity, students saw the progression of previous
concepts develop into their current activity. This was demonstrated as the area of a
circle was discussed prior to the volume of a cylinder activity. Connections to the
area of a circle and the volume of a cylinder were demonstrated to the students
through drawings and then reinforced within the activity. As the students used the
tape measure to document the radius and height of the cylinder within the
assignment, students were able to support their discoveries mathematically. Students
mentioned that the pictures from the textbook “came to life”. Three-dimensional
drawings in the textbook could be touched and explored to determine the solution to
problems involving volume of a cylinder.

Achieved Lesson
In the check writing/budgeting project, students worked with an important concept
within the mathematics curriculum namely fractions. Moving from fraction to
decimal to percent required the comfort of understanding the process. Mastery of this
process was achieved as the students had to manipulate their data in order to balance
their monthly budget. After numerous attempts, the students were successful and
then had to convert their figures to percents. Considerations of their purchases had to
be made and a life lesson was experienced during the decision making process.
Because circle graphs are used to represent parts of a whole, students displayed every
part of their monthly income on a circle graph and discussed the appropriateness of
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using that type of graph versus a line graph or bar graph. Many students were elated
when they realized that they were working with authentic bank deposit slips. Some
students jokingly wanted to retain their deposit slips to present to the bank upon their
release.

During the volume of a cylinder project, students understood that the short cylinder
had the greater volume as they moved from their visual estimates to the discovery
using popcorn. Once the tall cylinder was placed inside the short cylinder and filled
with popcorn, the students had the “a ha” moment when the tall cylinder was lifted
out of the short cylinder and they could “see “ the contents fall into the short
cylinder. Because the short cylinder did not fill up, the students understood the short
cylinder could hold more volume. One student mentioned “it proved a point, it
actually made you think, and it proved me wrong”. Students mentioned that they
enjoyed the simplicity of the beginning of the assignment, the ability of the
assignment to prove to them what the answer was, and the opportunity to eat popcorn
during mathematics class.

4.6

Research Question 6: Were there associations between student
achievement and attitudes when teaching with hands-on activities in
secondary mathematics classrooms at a Juvenile Justice facility in South
Florida?

The results of simple correlation analysis shown in Table 4.3 indicate that only the
Normality of Mathematicians scale is negatively and statistically significant (p<0.05)
and negatively related to Cognitive Outcomes. The results of the simple correlation
analysis suggest that improved student outcomes are associated with more emphasis
on this scale.

The multiple correlation (R) between students’ attitudes and the TOMRA scales
reported in Table 4.3 is 0.32. Standard regression weights were inspected to provide
information about the unique contribution of each attitude scale to Cognitive
Outcomes when the six scales mutually controlled. However, as shown in Table 4.3
none of TOMRA scales is a significant independent predictor of Cognitive
Outcomes.
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Table 4.3

Simple correlation (r), multiple correlation (R) and standardized regression
coefficient (Beta) for association between students’ attitudes towards
mathematics and posttest cognitive outcomes (N = 50)

Strength of Students’
Outcomes-Attitude Association

TOMRA Scales

Cognitive
r

Beta

Social Implications of Mathematics

-0.71

0.06

Normality of Mathematicians

-0.27*

-0.25

Attitude to Mathematics Inquiry

-0.08

-0.01

Adoption of Mathematics Attitudes

-0.11

-0.01

Enjoyment of Mathematics Lessons

-0.06

-0.07

Leisure Interest in Mathematics

0.05

0.22

Career Interest in Mathematics

-0.15

-0.20

Multiple correlation (R)

0.32

*p<0.05

4.7

Conclusion

This chapter presented the findings of this study by addressing each of the research
questions individually. Both quantitative and qualitative data obtained from the Test
of Mathematics Related Attitudes, the Basic Achievement Skills Inventory, and
observations of and interviews with the students were presented in this chapter. The
discussion of these findings is presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.0

Overview of the Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the thesis by summarizing
each of the chapters. Section 5.1 contains the overview and discussion of the findings
of the study as it pertains to students’ attitudes is presented in section 5.2. Further
discussion of the outcome of the hands-on activities in relation to student
achievement is presented in section 5.3. Next, discussion of the association between
achievement and attitude when teaching hands-on activities at a Juvenile Justice
facility is presented in section 5.4. The implications of the approach and significance
of the study are discussed in section 5.5. The limitations of the study and the
recommendations for future research and suggestions for success of all at-risk
students whether they are detained at a Department of Juvenile Justice facility or
traditionally educated are described in sections 5.6 and 5.7, respectively.

The previous chapter finalized the results and discussion of the intended curriculum
(Research Question 1), the implemented curriculum (Research Question 2), and the
reliability of the modified Test of Mathematics related Attitudes in this special
learning environment (Research Question 3). In this chapter, the results are further
discussed regarding student attitudes towards mathematics as a result of using the
hands-on mathematics activities (Research Question 4), student achievement in
mathematics as a result of using the hands-on mathematics activities (Research
Question 5), and associations between students’ attitudes and achievement (Research
Question 6).

5.1

Overview of the Thesis

Chapter 1 discussed a brief history of hands-on instruction in the United States and
its previous impact on educational programs. Section 1.4 provided a description of
the participants in the study and Section 1.5 provided the purpose for the study.
Section 1.6 demonstrated the purposes of the study and section 1.7 provided an
overview of the research design. The quasi-experimental method used in this case
study was provided along with an explanation of the manner with which the
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quantitative and qualitative data was collected. Lastly section 1.8 provided the
limitations of the study.

Chapter 2 reviewed the literature associated with the study. Four areas were
discussed in this chapter specifically the juvenile justice system, the at-risk student,
the hands-on activity’s effectiveness and the hands-on activities unique to the study.
Section 2.2 provided detailed information about the context of the State of Florida’s
Department of Juvenile Justice and later the Miami-Dade county’s Department of
Juvenile Justice which is the location where my study took place. A discussion
regarding the minority population in the Department of Juvenile Justice system was
provided. Section 2.3 described the demographics of funding for the state as well as
the student population for the state. A definition of the at-risk student was provided
in section 2.4 with support for cooperative learning methods being effective in
increasing student achievement. In this study, I investigated whether the student
achievement was significantly affected when using these cooperative learning
methods with students at a juvenile justice facility in South Florida. Finally section
2.5 provided the connection between hands-on activities and at-risk student success
in the classroom. Authentic learning was defined and discussed to provide further
rationale for the purpose of the study. In this study, I investigated whether the handson activities were more effective than lecture in terms of student attitude and
achievement for students detained in a South Florida Juvenile Justice Facility.
Authentic learning techniques used in this study were introduced. The research was
shown to support the use of opportunities for learning and practicing basic skills
through the use of authentic tasks as essential skills for at-risk students.

Chapter 3 discussed methodology used in the present study. A description of the
research problem and an outline of the research questions of the study were described
in section 3.1. The context of the study was discussed in section 3.2. A detailed
description of the location of the study and the participants in the study were
provided in this section. Further information was provided in section 3.3 where the
student environment was described. Daily activities were discussed to provide a
necessary view of the students’ daily routine as it related to student attitudes in the
classroom. Section 3.4 described the study groups’ ages and abilities within the
classroom and also displayed a snapshot of the academic ranges within the classroom
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along with the classroom setting for instruction. In section 3.5, I explained the
research design used to answer the research questions. The method of collection of
the qualitative data for the study was discussed. The theoretical framework used by
Treagust (1987) was adopted for use in this study. In Section 3.6 the intended,
implemented, perceived, and achieved curriculum framework was used as the study’s
template because it provided a complete approach to display the all aspects of the
teaching within the study.

Section 3.7 detailed the background and selection of the study sample size. In
Section 3.8 the teaching intervention, including both hands-on activities used with
these at-risk students was also described in this section. Dewey (1900) believed that,
through hands-on activities, students could combine intellectual stimulation with
activities that expand learning. Both research instruments, namely the TOMRA and
BASI tests, were discussed in section 3.9 to provide an understanding of how the
quantitative data was collected. A mathematics version from Fraser’s (1981) Test of
Science-Related Attitudes (TOSRA) was revised, called the Test of MathematicsRelated Attitudes (TOMRA), and used to assess student attitudes towards
mathematics. The Basic Achievement Skills Inventory, (Bardos 1996) was used to
assess student achievement of mathematics. Samples of both instruments were
provided in this section. Qualitative data collection procedures and analysis, as well
as classroom observations and the achievement measures were provided in section
3.10. A summary comprised section 3.11.

Chapter 4 provided analysis and results of the quantitative data. The data gathered
from the 50 students was statistically analyzed to provide information about the
validity and reliability of the revised attitude instrument named the TOMRA. The
intended and implemented curriculums in this study were discussed in sections 4.1
and 4.2, respectively. Section 4.2 provided a snapshot of the student environment
with the results of the attitude instrument in sections, 4.3 and 4.4. Student
perceptions of both hands-on curriculum activities, specifically as they pertained to
their attitudes towards mathematics, and the achieved curricula were discussed in
sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. Section 4.6 discussed whether there were
associations between student outcomes (achievement and attitudes) when they were
taught with hands-on activities for at-risk students. Section 4.6 sought to describe
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whether associations between student outcomes (achievement and attitudes) and
improved standardized test scores for the students. Section 4.6 continued to described
how both hands-on activities were implemented, perceived and achieved. Lastly
section 4.7 provided the conclusion.

5.2

The focus of Research Question 4 in terms of attitudes becomes: Was
there

a

significant

improvement

in

student

attitudes

towards

mathematics as a result of using the hands-on approach to learning?
From Table 4.1, in section 4.4, the results support the internal consistency reliability
and discriminint validity for the seven attitude scales. The results of the revised
version of the TOMRA were valid and reliable and the same data gathered from the
50 students was statistically analyzed using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to
determine the difference between the pre and post test TOMRA scores. Normally this
statistical procedure is conducted on two different groups. A one-way ANOVA is
used when the objects are subjected to repeated measures and the same subject is
used for each treatment. In my study, the same subjects (50 students) participated in
hands-on activities and were pre and post tested. These sets of data were also
statistically analyzed using simple correlation analysis to determine if associations
exist between the TOMRA and cognitive outcomes for these at-risk students in their
mathematics class. The results indicated that improved student outcomes are
associated with more emphasis on the Normality of Mathematicians (Chapter 4,
Table 4 3). The multiple correlations for the set of seven attitudinal scales indicates
that none of the TOMRA scales is a significant independent predictor of cognitive
outcomes (Chapter 4, Table 4.3)

During the classroom observations, I noticed that the students were absorbed in their
tasks. Several grade levels were instructed in the same classroom where an
individualized curriculum was a requirement and basic right for each student.
Varying levels of academic maturity was satisfied within these activities. These
student-paced activities allowed students the freedom of exploration to arrive at the
answer and removed the embarrassment associated with asking questions within a
lecture setting. Subject specific questions were being asked by the students as they
demonstrated an interest in arriving at the final outcome. All the students improved
their grades by participating in these hands-on activities. Students who were
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receiving D and F scores on quizzes performed at least one letter grade higher on the
hands-on activity. The exploration and success with these activities fostered greater
confidence and higher motivation levels in these students. The reflection sheet
completed at the end of each activity overwhelmingly revealed that students were
requesting the opportunity to complete additional hands-on activities.

5.3

The focus of Research Question 5 in terms of achievement becomes: Was
there a significant improvement in student achievement in mathematics
as a result of using the hands-on mathematics approach to learning?

Regarding significant improvement between the use of hands-on mathematics
activities in mathematics classes, the finding indicate that in the post test positive and
statistically significant correlations exist between the use of hands-on learning
activities and student achievement (Chapter 4, Table 4.2). Overall, there was a much
stronger association with hands-on learning activities existed for student’
achievement than for students’ attitude.

5.4

The focus of Research Question 6: Were there associations between
student achievement & attitudes when teaching with hands-on activities
in secondary mathematics classrooms at a Juvenile Justice Facility?

Associations existed between achievement and attitudes for these students as a
favourable experience in the classroom motivated students to pursue the solution to a
mathematics problem within the hands-on activity. When mathematics problems
were presented without the activity, students exhibited a decline in diligence to
search for the solution, be it correct or incorrect. Improved attitudes fostered
improved grades in the classroom.

5.5

Implication and Significance of the Hands-on Mathematics Approach

From this study, I concluded that the use of hands-on mathematics activities
improved attendance because students were anxious to get to class to use the
materials. It provided authentic tasks for my students and encouraged students to
pursue furthering their education instead of returning to a life of crime. The sampling
of at-risk students from several counties in South Florida provided the opportunity
for statewide comparisons to be made regarding at-risk students. The findings
indicate that a curriculum change should be incorporated into the state’s curriculum
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for at-risk students to include a greater use of hands-on activities to improve their
academic achievement.

To foster a more productive society, schools must increase their output. Hands-on,
cooperative, authentic tasks in schools improved school attendance. A study
regarding the reasons why at-risk students’ remained in school was performed by
Power (1984) who found that at-risk student’s individual achievement level and
academic performance was directly related to the student’s decision to remain in
school. Corbett and Wilson (2004) reported on a survey of low-income students
which revealed that students value teachers who are able to teach in multiple ways.
At-risk students who remain in school clearly are provided with alternatives in many
facets of their lives. Financial options are changed and a new perspective is provided
for these students as they can envision a possibility of life without crime for survival.
Vocational options are encouraged through the use of hands-on instruction, as many
of these students may not have an opportunity to further their education past high
school. Instruction that includes hands-on activities and cooperative groups has been
associated with increased academic performance (Taylor, 2000).

The study indicated that there was a significant increase in the academic performance
of these at-risk students. Post test scores suggest that the hands-on curriculum was
successful as the academic test scores increased by 27% (See Table 4.2).

5.6

Limitations of the Study

This case study was limited to at-risk male students detained in a juvenile justice
facility and the findings can only be generalized to this site. However, these findings
provided some similarities to at-risk students’ results from previous research data
that also strengthen the results in this case study. Previous research reveals that
effective teachers of at-risk students must instruct students using multiple methods of
instruction to encourage interest and improve achievement.

The qualitative portion of the study required that unscheduled interviews be allowed
to facilitate the collection of unbiased data. Quantitative data were subject to student
attendance which varied due to court appointments, medical appointments, student
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discharges or student illnesses. These mandatory student appointments made the
collection of data partially challenging.

Fifty students were able to participate in this pre-post case study. However,
abnormalities with the juvenile justice program prevented the maintenance of a larger
sample size. Students were discharged at any time during the year, per the Judges
orders, to return to their home environment after completing the time they were
required to serve. This resulted in student leaving the school at anytime, irregardless
of the schools academic calendar. During a portion of my case study, all the students
were quarantined for two days due to a severe stomach virus which later was
documented as being caused by fecies in the food. One student that tested positive
for TB was housed amongst the other students creating an uncomfortable classroom
setting for the entire class. Many of the students that were ill would be sent to class
draped in a blanket. Ten percent of the student body was on crutches due to football
injuries or scheduled surgeries. Also new students arrived weekly and veteran
student were discharged weekly. These irregularities decreased the sample size and
created an eventful data collection process.

5.7

Recommendations and Suggestions for Future Research

Future researchers are recommended to conduct a case study of female at-risk
students detained in a juvenile justice facility to discover if gender specific
correlations exist between hands-on activities and student outcomes (attitudes and
achievement).

Also research should be conducted in all four core classes namely Language Arts,
Social Studies, Science and Mathematics. Students in at-risk classes in a traditional
school setting should also participate in a research study.

Comparisons should be made to determine what type of similarities and differences
exist between detained at-risk students and traditionally schooled at-risk students.

Another means of gathering purposeful data would be to train at-risk teachers to their
students using solely project based hands-on assignments. Previous finding claim
that student retention increases when authentic tasks are incorporated into the
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curriculum. These future case studies would provide critical data with which
comparisons to existing data could be made. Findings from these comparisons could
encourage the production of a new, more effective curriculum for at-risk students.
Further research should include state and national comparisons of at-risk students’
retention, attitude and achievement when hands-on activities are incorporated into
the curriculum.
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Curriculum Topics
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Curriculum Topics
1.

Interpreting Graphs

2.

Making Bar Graphs

3.

Line Plots and Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams

4.

Mean, Median, Mode, and Range

5.

Line Graphs

6.

Scatterplots

7.

Formulas and Variables

8.

Order of Operations

9.

Formulas and Tables

10.

Translating Words to Expressions

11.

Comparing and Ordering Fractions

12.

Converting Between Fractions and Decimals

13.

Budgeting/Check-Writing Project

14.

Comparing and Ordering Decimals

15.

Estimating by Rounding

16.

Problem Solving with Sums and Differences of Decimals

17.

Problem Solving with Product and Quotients of Decimals

18.

Solving Addition and Subtraction Equations

19.

Powers of 10 and Scientific Notation

20.

Solving Multiplication and Division Equations

21.

Problem Solving with Two-Step Equations

22.

Equivalent Fractions and Lowest Terms

23.

Adding and Subtracting Fractions

24.

Multiplying and Dividing Fractions

25.

Angles

26.

Perimeter and Area

27.

The Pythagorean Theorem

28.

Areas of Triangles

29.

Areas of Parallelograms and Trapezoids

30.

Circles and Circle Graphs

31.

Pi and Circumference

32.

Area of a Circle
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33.

Volume of a Cylinder Project

34.

Volume of Cylinders

35.

Percents

36.

Linking Fractions, Decimals and Percents

37.

Finding a Percent of Number Mentally

38.

The Coordinate Plane

39.

Adding and Subtracting Integers

40.

Multiplying and Dividing Integers
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Math – Problem Solving: Check Writing
CATEGORY
Deposit Slips

Budget Table

Balancing a
Checkbook
Illustration
and
Description
(graph
required)

Neatness and
Organization

Working with
Others

4
All of the
following are
correct: Name:
Account number;
Date: Deposit
section; Signature
All of the
following are
correct: Fixed
Expenses; Flexible
Expenses; Savings
Investments.
21 – 23 correct
entries in registry
Picture and
paragraph are clear
and greatly add to
the reader’s
understanding of
the purchase of the
product.
The work is
presented in a neat,
clear, organized
fashion that is easy
to read.

Student was an
engaged partner,
listening to
suggestions of
others and working
cooperatively
throughout lesson

3
One item
missing/incorr
ect from
deposit slip.

2
Two items
missing/incorrect
from deposit slip.

1
Three items
missing/incorrect
from deposit slip.

One
component
missing/incorr
ect from
Budget table.

Two components
missing/incorrect
from Budget table

Three components
missing/incorrect
from Budget table

20 -18 correct
entries in
registry
Picture and
paragraph are
clear and easy
to understand.

16 – 17 correct
entries in registry

15 – 14 correct
entries in registry

Picture and
paragraph are
somewhat difficult
to understand.

Picture and
paragraph are
difficult to
understand or are
not used.

The work is
presented in a
neat and
organized
fashion that is
usually easy to
read.
Student was an
engaged
partner but had
trouble
listening to
others and/or
working
cooperatively

The work is
presented in an
organized fashion
but may be hard to
read at times.

The work appears
sloppy and
unorganized. It is
hard to know what
information goes
together.

Student
cooperated with
others, but needed
prompting to stay
on-task.

Student did not
work effectively
with others.

Student Name_____________

*** Worth 4 grades ***
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Budget Worksheet Reference Guide

Housing
3 Bedroom house: $1400/per month
1 Bedroom apartment: $750/per month
Studio apartment: $600/per month
Renter’s insurance: $150/per month
Homeowner’s insurance: included in mortgage

Miscellaneous
Cell phone: $48.50 /per month
Cable: $50.54 - $84.42/per month
Food: a minimum of $64/per week
Laundry: If in an apartment YOU MUST PAY THIS:
$24/per week ($1.00/wash; $1.00/dry; avg: 3 loads per wk)
** If a homeowner DO NOT PAY Laundry Costs !!

Utilities
Florida Power and Light: $84.64 - $134.64/per month
Water (for homeowner’s only/apartment renters do not pay):
$82.76/per 3 months
Telephone (Bell South): $53.12 - $83.12/per month

Transportation
*** Find the amount of the monthly payment of the car
of your choice.
Car Insurance: $100 – 180 per month/per vehicle
* Don’t forget to budget for gas!
If you don’t own a car, you must use Public
Transportation, $1.25 each way
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Ms. L. Carter
Check Writing/Budgeting Project

BUDGET WORKSHEET
FIXED EXPENSES

FLEXIBLE EXPENSES

Housing = _____%
Mortgage payment $__________
Real Estate taxes
$__________
Homeowners insurance $_________
Rent Expense
$__________
Utilities(Electricity, water, garbage,
Gas)
$ __________
Telephone
$ __________
Other household
Expenses
$ __________

Pager
$ __________
Cell phone
$ __________
Entertainment
$ __________
(movies, dining out, …)
Recreation
$ __________
(vacation, hobbies)
Charitable contributions $ ________
Gifts
$ __________
Home Improvement $ __________
Books, newspapers $ __________
Dues, allowance or
misc. spending
$ __________

Food/Clothing/Transportation =
_____%
Food (groceries)
$ __________
Clothing, laundry,
Dry cleaning
$ __________
Auto loan payments $ __________
Other transportation $ __________
(parking, tolls, public transportation)

TOTAL FLEXIBLE SPENDING

_____ %

$ ________

Savings and Investments
Savings
Investments

Other fixed expenses = ______ %
Medical, dental, optical care,
prescriptions
$ __________
Life Insurance
$ __________
Other Insurance
$ __________
Education
$ __________
Charge account payment $________
Personal care
$ __________
(non-prescription drugs)
Other fixed expenses $ __________

$ __________
$ __________

TOTAL SAVINGS &INVESTMENTS
_______%
$ ___________

TOTAL FIXED EXPENSES
$____________

………SUMMARY………..

TOTAL SAVINGS & INVESTMENTS

$ ____________________
$ ____________________
$ ____________________

TOTAL EXPENSES

$ ____________________

TOTAL FIXED EXPENSES
TOTAL FLEXIBLE EXPENSES
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Name ____________

Balancing a Checkbook
Check registers help you keep track of your bank balance. Subtract each check from
the previous balance and put the result in the last column. Add each deposit to the
previous balance.
Find the amount of money Travis has left in his checking account on April 30th.
CHECK
DATE DESCRIPTION PAYMENT/ DEPOSIT/C BALANCE
OF
DEBIT
REDIT
NUMBER
TRANSACTION
$ 1231.07
201
4/1
Publix Grocery
103.82
202
4/4
Jiffy Lube
111.26
203
4/7
Red Lobster
72.25
204
4/8
Bell South
201.44
4/9
deposit
473.53
205
4/10
Geico Insurance
386.89
206
4/11
NUI Gas Co.
75.53
207
4/11
FP&L Electric Co
195.40
208
4/12
A-1 Mortgage
521.57
4/12
deposit
713.98
209
4/19
Car Loan
92.75
210
4/21
Burdines
118.65
211
4/21
Dry-Clean USA
5.00
4/21
deposit
428.60
212
4/23
Carl’s Furniture
219.74
213
4/23
City of Perrine
123.90
214
4/24
DSW Footwear
78.65
4/24
deposit
628.35
215
4/25
Co. Prime Foods
77.78
216
4/25
Sunny’s Barber
35.40
Shop
217
4/28
Nick’s Garage
187.65
218
4/28
American
213.14
Airlines
219
4/30
Petco
97.80
Remember to show all work.
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Volume of a Cylinder
Task Sheet

Student Responsibilities:

1.

You are responsible for recording all written
information.

2.

You are responsible for making sure the group
stays on task.

3.

You are responsible for overseeing the making of
the “short” cylinder.

4.

You are responsible for overseeing the making of
the “tall” cylinder.

1–4
You all are expected to stay on task and contribute
to the group’s effort. Groups that stay on task and work to
completion will receive a grade of ‘A’. You will also be
graded on your written work and the completeness of it.

Remember to show all of your work!
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- Volume of a Cylinder –
Take two identical sheets of paper. Roll one
sheet into a short cylinder and the other into
a tall cylinder. Set them both on a flat surface.
Does one hold more than the other?
Procedure:
•

Begin by taking one sheet of paper and join the bottom of the
page to the top of the page (do not overlap the paper).

•

The edges should meet exactly without having any gaps or
overlapping. Tape the cylinder.

•

Label this “Short”.

•

Take another sheet of paper with the same size as the first
sheet.

•

Join the two sides (left and right).

•

Tape this cylinder without any gaps or overlapping.

•

Label this “Tall”.

Stand both cylinders on your desk.
1. Do they look the same?
2. What do you notice about the two cylinders?
3. Do you think these cylinders hold the same amount or do you
think that one hold more than the other?
Discuss this with your group and record each person’s prediction
with their explanation for their choice.
•
•
•
•

Place the taller cylinder inside the shorter one.
Place them both inside of the container.
Fill the taller one with the cereal or filler.
Carefully lift the taller cylinder so that the filler material is in
the shorter cylinder.
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1. Which cylinder holds more?
2. How did you arrive at that conclusion?
3. Was your group’s original prediction correct?

Explain this problem mathematically?
Compute the volume of each cylinder. Remember to show all work!
-

Volume of “short” cylinder ___________________
Volume of “tall” cylinder
___________________

Things to think about:
What items come packaged in cylindrical containers?
What types of goods are packaged in boxes instead of
cylinders? Why do you think companies use boxes?
If a number is greater than 1, squaring it makes the result
greater.
Did you know that?
Designing cans and labels is just one aspect of packing
technology. You see the results of this work every time you
unwrap a CD, open a soda can, twist open a can of deodorant.
Several universities offer degrees in packaging technology.
Isopermetric figures are figures with the same perimeter.
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Volume of a Cylinder

Response Sheet
Group Members:
1)
2)
3)
4)

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

Do they look the same?
1) ____

2) _____

3) _____

4) ______

What do notice about the two cylinders?
Do you think these cylinders hold the same
amount or do you think that one holds more
than the other?
1)
2)
3)
4)

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

---- complete the activity -------101

Which cylinder holds more?
How do you know?
Was your group’s prediction correct?

Explain the problem mathematically.
Compute the volume of each cylinder. Remember
to show all work!

Volume of “short” cylinder
_____________________________
Volume of “tall” cylinder
_____________________________

Work……short………

Work…….tall……….
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